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Introduction 

Congratulations on becoming a U.S. Personal Services Contractor (USPSC) with the U.S. Agency for International 
Development (USAID). This handbook attempts to provide the specific regulatory sources for each benefit or 
allowance addressed herein. Given the complexity of most of the regulations, it is always a good idea to look up the 
references and ask for advice on their applicability to your specific situation. This handbook provides a general 
description and parameters; it is not intended to be comprehensive. Rather, it is designed to give you an overview of 
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the underlying policy and to point USPSC staff  in the right direction for more detailed information. The following 
describes the USPSC mechanism and entitlements. Each section includes a link to a reference for more details. The 
updates for OTI staff are posted on OTI Anywhere, so it is best to check there for the latest version. This handbook 
will be updated and shared with the USPSC Association on an annual basis. 

RULE NUMBER 1:  READ YOUR CONTRACT! It is long and may sound like legalese on occasion, but it controls 
your employment with USAID. USPSC staff  are personally responsible for knowing the terms and conditions 
of their own  employment. Take the time to read your contract . If you have more specific questions related to your 
contract, please contact your contract point-of-contact, or office-specific personnel management/HR team. 

RULE NUMBER 2:  CHECK FOR THE MOST RECENT GUIDANCE! Aside from death and taxes, nothing is 
guaranteed. Policies, regulations and procedures are changing all the time, so the guidance provided below should 
not be considered  “set in stone.” As specific issues arise, you should confirm the applicability of the guidance 
provided. Within OTI, the Operations and Management Division (OMD) is a good source for such information. 
When the guidance provides (or links to) references,  always double check the references before taking action.   

THE USAID WORKFORCE 

The USAID workforce is comprised of a number of different hiring types or mechanisms. It is not necessary to 
know about all of the hiring types, but it is important to know the details of the USPSC mechanism under which you 
have been hired. Personal Services Contracts are characterized by the employer-employee relationship it creates 
between the government and the contractor because the contractor is subject to the relatively continuous supervision 
and control of a government officer or employee. Government agencies are not permitted to award Personal Services 
Contracts unless specifically authorized by statute or appropriation.  

For specific regulations, please see FAR 37.104: Personal Services Contracts  

Section 636(a)(3) of the Foreign Assistance Act (22 U.S.C. 2396(a)(3)) provides USAID with the statutory 
authorization to enter into contracts with individuals for personal services abroad and provides that such individuals 
“…shall not be regarded as employees of the U.S. Government for the purpose of any law administered by the Civil 
Service Commission.” (N.B.: The Civil Service Commission is now the Federal Office of Personnel Management -- 
OPM.) USAID is also authorized to hire USPSCs in the United States through annual appropriations legislation. 
USAID makes extensive use of its PSC authorities, for U.S. citizens, Foreign Service Nationals (FSNs), and third 
country nationals (TCNs).  

The rules governing your employment with USAID are based on those contained in the Agency for International 
Development Acquisition Regulation (AIDAR), Appendix D, the key provisions of which are incorporated as 
General Provisions appended to the USPSC contract. Appendix D defines a personal services contract as “a contract 
that, by its express terms or as administered, makes the contractor personnel appear, in effect, government 
employees.” Thus, USAID USPSCs are considered government employees except that they are not able to 
participate in programs administered by OPM, which includes, federal retirement, 401k employee contribution, 
health insurance, and life insurance). What this means is that federal retirement benefits, health insurance, and life 
insurance, all of which are administered by OPM, are not available to USPSC staff. In each case, however, the 
Agency has provided alternative programs and funds to assist USPSCs offset some of the costs associated with 
obtaining coverage similar to that provided to direct hire employees (i.e., Civil Service, Foreign Service, and 
political appointees) of the Agency (more on this below). 

USAID has established an Agency policy based on FAR Part 17, now codified into ADS Chapter 309, mandating 
that USPSC contracts be awarded for no more than five years. At the end of five years, the contract must be closed 
out. [For specific regulations, please see ADS Chapter 309, Personal Services Contracts with Individuals; FAR 
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5.102(a)(5)(iii), Availability of Solicitations; and AIDAR 706.302-70(b)(5), Solicitation Requirement- Impairment of 
Foreign Aid Programs.  

As government employees, USPSCs are subject to the same standards of conduct as U.S. direct hire employees. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General           
Provision 2: Compliance with Laws and Regulations Applicable Abroad 

USPSCs may be delegated any authority, duty or responsibility delegated to a U.S. Direct Hire (USDH) 
employee, except for the following: 

i. PSC staff cannot supervise U.S. direct-hire (USDH) employees of USAID or other U.S. Government 
agencies as part of  regular duties. However, PSCs  may supervise USDH employees on a limited basis, not 
to exceed 60 days in any 180-day period, to cover a temporary USDH absence. PSC staff may, of course, 
supervise non-direct hire employees (other USPSCs and non-U.S. citizen employees). 

ii. PSC staff may participate in personnel selection matters, but may not be delegated authority to make a final 
decision on USDH personnel selections. 

iii. PSC staff may represent the Agency and communicate planning and implementation decisions; however, 
communications that reflect a final policy decision of the Agency must be cleared by a USDH employee. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4b; and General            
Notice 9101: 01/12/2005, Delegation of Authority, Duty or Responsibility to USPSCs           
and Non-U.S. Citizen Employees 

Salaries 

USPSC salaries are not specifically tied to the General Schedule (GS), as is the case for members of the Civil 
Service. Rather, a “GS-equivalent” salary range is established to provide a consistent estimate of what a comparable 
GS equivalent position would cost (including basic salary, allowances, and differentials, if appropriate). PSCs are 
not GS-based employees. 

These grades represent the market value of the position, as determined by a formal review known as a Market Value 
Determination (MVD). These reviews are conducted by the Contracting Officer before the position is advertised via 
a public solicitation, which identifies the approved grade level(s). Within each grade, there are ten “steps” identified 
on the salary schedule. The initial step is determined by the Contracting Officer based on the salary history of 
the applicant.  Salary determinations above the established pay grade in the solicitation will not be entertained or 
negotiated. 

It is possible for someone to be employed under multiple USPSC contracts over the course of a career, in locations 
that may span from Washington, DC to overseas and back. When transitioning from one USPSC contract to another, 
the CO will consider the  prior base salary (excluding  any benefits and/or differentials overseas) when determining 
the  new salary. It is best to focus on the amount of annual salary, rather than grade/step distinctions as there is 
substantial overlap in salary levels in adjacent grades. 

The U.S. Government has also established a system for salaries that recognizes the differences in pay scales from 
one city or region to another within the United States, referred to as “locality pay”. USPSCs assigned to overseas 
posts will receive salaries in accordance with the “non-locality pay” pay scale. Additionally, USPSCs assigned to an 
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overseas post may get allowances specific to country/location where they are posted. USPSCs working in the 
Washington, DC metropolitan area are paid according to the Washington, DC locality pay scale. This area includes 
all of the federal district and parts of Maryland (17 counties) and Virginia (20 counties), along with a small portion 
of West Virginia (Berkeley, Hampshire, Jefferson and Morgan counties) and Pennsylvania (Adams, Franklin and 
York counties).  Pay scales can be found on OPM’s website.  

For specific regulations, please see ADS Chapter 309.3.1.12, Personal Services          
Contracts with Individuals, Award Negotiation.  

TAXES 

As an employee of the United States Government for purposes of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, 
and the Internal Revenue Code (Title 26 of the United States Code), PSCs are subject to withholding for both the 
Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) and Federal Income Tax. PSCs are also precluded from receiving the 
Foreign Earned Income Tax exclusion of 26 U.S.C. Section 911. See the Special Note on the Cover Page of USAID 
Form 309-1 (the front page of the PSC contract). 

Please note: As a USPSC, it is extremely important to check your pay-stubs/National Finance Center (NFC) to 
ensure correct taxes (federal & state) are withheld.  

For specific regulations, see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(c) (1): Withholdings and            
Fringe Benefits; and AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision 7: Social            
Security, Federal Income Tax, and Foreign Earned Income 

Federal and state taxes are automatically withheld by the Agency through the National Finance Center (NFC). This 
system assumes that the state of record is the same as the work location (and all overseas positions are assigned a 
Washington, DC location for the purposes of taxation unless and until otherwise specified). PSCs who are not 
Washington, DC residents will need to submit Form D-4A (Certification of Non-Residence) to the  payroll 
office, along with the appropriate state tax form. For state tax specific forms and requirements, visit the IRS for 
more information.  Please be sure to check your pay-stub regularly to ensure that the correct state taxes are being 
withheld. It is the USPSC's responsibility to make sure the correct tax forms are submitted for processing. Please 
notify the appropriate administrative office if your information has changed.  

INTERMITTENT:  Intermittent employees should note that NFC can only accommodate one employment record at 
a time. If they have other intermittent contracts, or take a temporary full-time contract (for example, with a Mission), 
either of which overlap with the intermittent contract with OTI,  the intermittent employee must request the gaining 
timekeeper to contact the losing timekeeper to move the timekeeper from one contract to another. Please be sure that 
you have communicated with the employing organization on this to avoid problems. 

 

Salary payments are made via direct deposit for all USPSCs. You will have signed the appropriate forms at the time 
of your entry on duty. If you want to change your direct deposit account, use the form SF-1199A, Direct Deposit 
Sign Up and submit it to the Contracts Team. Please Note: The  Financial Management Office (FMO) cannot do 
split payments at this time. 

PERFORMANCE PAY 
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Within-Grade Increases: USPSC employees are eligible for a one-step annual increase at the time of the USPSC’s 
contract anniversary. Note that the annual pay increase is not automatic, but based on the supervisor’s 
recommendation to the Contracting Officer contingent on satisfactory performance throughout the contract year. If 
the PSC currently at the top of the grade equivalent (equivalent to step 10), then they would not eligible for 
performance pay increases. Salary is always capped at the top step of the grade. The pay increase will be effective 
on the first day of a full pay period. Please note: USPSCs that are eligible for a grade increase must also attain 
the required overall performance rating as stated in the solicitation in order to advance to the next grade.  

For specific regulations, see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(c)(2)(iv) ; and ADS            
309.3.1.18, Personal Services Contracts with Individuals 

PAY COMPARABILITY 

Federal employees may receive a pay comparability adjustment in January of each year, at a rate established 
annually by Congress for all Federal agencies. USPSCs receive this adjustment on the same basis and on the same 
schedule as direct hire employees. This adjustment is automatic and will be handled by the financial management 
office (M/FM in Washington, or the Controller’s office in the field) at the appropriate time. PSCs should be sure to 
check their  payroll voucher, NFC web portal, and bank records to ensure that they are being paid regularly, and that 
their  pay is adjusted appropriately. 

For specific regulations, see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(c)(2)(iii) ; and AIDAR           
Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision 4: Workweek and Compensation 

Overtime/Special Work Schedules  

USPSCs are not eligible for overtime payment unless specifically authorized in their contracts. USPSCs are also 
typically not eligible for a six-day or seven-day workweek, unless it is specifically authorized in the contract 
(usually in connection with an overseas assignment). If authorized in the contract, USPSCs may work a six or seven 
day workweek when (1) it is standard U.S. Government practice at the post of assignment or temporary-duty (TDY), 
or (2) when approved in advance and in writing, by the office-specific authority. When working a sixth or seventh 
day, the additional duty days are paid at the basic rate (not time-and-a-half). Sixth or seventh days must be reported 
on the timesheet (WebTA). The sixth or seventh day is not included in basic compensation used to calculate 
allowances and differentials. 

For specific regulations, see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision 4:            
Workweek and Compensation 

Sunday premium pay (a.k.a. Sunday differential) is a payment made for working on Sunday when Sunday is 
included in the normal work week, according to the embassy or mission’s normal operating schedule. This applies 
whether the employee is assigned to post or is on temporary duty at post. The Sunday premium is calculated as 25% 
of basic pay for the Sunday worked. It is not paid for Sundays when no work is performed, such as holidays or days 
of vacation or sick leave. Sunday premium pay is not included as basic compensation used to calculate allowances 
and differentials, and must be reported on the timesheet (WebTA).   

For specific regulations, please see CIB 94-09: Sunday Pay for USPSCs; 3 FAM             
3136: Sunday Premium Pay; and 4 FAH-3 H533.5: Sunday Pay 
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COMPENSATORY TIME OFF (“COMP TIME”)  

Compensatory leave for overtime may be granted only with the written approval of the Contracting Officer or 
Mission Director when it has been “determined absolutely essential” and may be used under the same guidelines as 
applied to direct-hire employees. As a general rule, comp time is not authorized for USPSCs, except for travel and 
awards. Where comp time is authorized in connection with overtime or travel, it must be used within 26 pay periods 
(one year), or it is forfeited. Where comp time is authorized in connection with an award, it must also be used within 
26 pay periods (one year) of the approval date.  Comp time is non-transferable and will not transfer from one 
USPSC contract to another USPSC contract.  

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision 5: Leave and Holidays, (g) 
Compensatory Time, as amended by AAPD 15-02: Authorization of Family and Medical Leave for USPSCs.  

Prior to travel, employees may request compensatory time off for official (TDY) travel performed outside of 
regular duty hours. Entitlement travel (home leave, R&R, medevac, visitation, etc.) and assignment travel (to or 
from a new post) do not qualify for compensatory time off. Agency Notice 9442 states that, “while the premium pay 
statutes in 5 USC 55 V do not apply to USPSCs, it is agency policy that USPSCs may use compensatory time off on 
the same basis as do USDH employees.” Please review the General Notice for more detailed guidelines. OTI Staff: 
Please visit OTI Anywhere for guidance on requesting travel compensatory time off. 

For specific regulations, please see Agency Notice 9442: New Compensatory Time           
Off for Travel Provision and New Time Limit For Use of Compensatory Time Off 

Time off may be authorized for USPSCs in the context of the awards program. See the Awards section below for 
more information, and visit OTI Anywhere for OTI-specific guidance.  

For specific regulations, please see ADS 491: USAID Awards Program, Section           
491.1: Time-off Award  

INTERMITTENT:  For intermittent employees, all comp time taken counts against the total paid hours authorized 
in the contract. 

Performance Pay 

Grades established for USPSC positions are generally designated at the full performance level, so most positions are 
filled at that level. However, performance based increases in pay are possible if the employee was hired for a ladder 
position at a lower grade than the full performance level for the ladder. There may also be some individuals hired at 
a grade below the full performance level when the solicitation allowed for hiring at a training level if none of the 
applicants met the qualifications required for the full performance level. In such situations, the PSC may   be 
promoted to the next higher grade, provided that (1) the supervisor certifies that the employee is ready to perform at 
the higher level, which is accomplished by an overall performance evaluation at the “Excellent” level or higher, and 
(2) the PSC  meets the minimum qualifications established for the higher grade in the original solicitation.   

Benefits and Allowances 

Benefits and allowances are NOT negotiable on a case-by-case basis. They are authorized by law and are established 
by regulation (AIDAR Appendix D) for all USAID USPSCs. Any exceptions require approval from USAID’s 
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Office of Acquisition and Assistance (OAA). The Benefits and allowances for PSCs are provided by the following 
regulations: 

● Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 
● Agency for International Development Acquisition Regulation (AIDAR), Appendix D 
● Automated Directives System (ADS) Chapter 309 Personal Services Contracts with Individuals 
● Acquisition and Assistance Policy Directives (AAPDs) 
● Foreign Affairs Manual (FAM) (as applicable)  
● Department of State Standardized Regulations (DSSR) (as applicable) 

The following benefits apply to all USPSCs. A separate section below details the allowances specific to overseas 
assignments. 

**Please note that USAID cannot endorse any individual insurance company/vendor. The OTI Employee Services 
Team has compiled a resource guide of possible insurance companies/vendors, however this resource only 
represents benefit options available to USPSCs and is not meant to serve as an exhaustive list. The mention of these 
companies/vendors does not constitute endorsement of their company or the policies they offer. To access this 
resource guide, or for more information, please visit OTI Anywhere, USPSC Association page, OR EXO NET.  

FICA AND MEDICARE CONTRIBUTIONS 

The U.S. Government pays the employer portion of these two items; the employee pays the employee portion [6.2% 
for FICA (Social Security Payment) and 1.45% for Medicare] via biweekly payroll deductions. Medicare payments 
are calculated based on the full annual salary; there is a cap on the total salary subject to FICA taxes, which 
generally changes from year to year. The cap is announced prior to the start of each tax year, usually via an Agency 
Notice. Once cumulative salary payments reach the cap, FICA deductions cease (resulting in an increase in 
take-home pay). Note: If a USPSC receives FICA-covered salary payments under more than one contract during a 
tax year, the employee may be eligible for a refund of any overpayment made. This should be addressed when 
submitting income tax forms. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(c)(1):          
Withholdings and Fringe Benefits; and AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General           
Provision 7: Social Security, Federal Income Tax,And Foreign Earned Income 

 

HEALTH INSURANCE  

USPSCs are not eligible to participate in the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) health insurance programs 
unless they are covered as a retiree or spouse of a USDH employee. Instead, USPSCs are entitled to receive 72% 
reimbursement of the actual cost of a health insurance plan (including COBRA). This amount is not to exceed 
$7,266 per year for an individual plan or $20,339 per year for a family plan. Retired Federal Government employees 
are not eligible to receive reimbursement for health insurance expenses if they are already enrolled in a federal 
program, nor are spouses of a current or retired Civil Service, Foreign Service, or Military Service member covered 
by their spouse’s government health insurance policy. Also, if the USPSC is covered under a spouse’s health 
insurance plan, where the spouse’s employer pays some or all of the health insurance costs, the USPSC is ineligible 
to receive health insurance reimbursement.  
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For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D Section 4(c)(2)(ii)(A):          
Withholdings and Fringe Benefits; AIDAR Appendix D, Sections 4(c)(3) and 4(c)(4);           
and AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision 9(b): Insurance\Health and           
Life Insurance 

USPSCs stationed or traveling overseas should remember that they are responsible for their health costs, both in the 
U.S. and abroad. The health insurance service provider is considered the primary payer for medical services 
provided. The primary payer’s liability is determined by the terms, conditions, limitations and exclusions of the 
insurance policy. When an employee is not covered by insurance, the employee becomes the primary payer for the 
total amount of medical costs incurred, and the U.S. Government has no payment obligation. While the Agency may 
cover such costs in an emergency situation, the costs must be reimbursed to the Agency, either from the health 
insurance provider or from the USPSC employee. 

For specific regulations, please see AAPD 06-10: USPSC Medical Expense Payment           
Responsibility; and 16 FAM 520: Responsibility for Payment of Medical Expenses  

For new USPSC employees, please note that enrollment in a new health insurance plan may not be automatic, and 
may take up to one  month to go into effect. It is suggested that new PSCs request COBRA coverage or other health 
insurance options from a former employer, if possible. COBRA coverage is reimbursable at the 72% reimbursement 
rate. Once the USPSC has selected and enrolled in a plan, reimbursement should be requested on a public voucher 
form (SF-1034). It is recommended that reimbursements be submitted on a monthly or quarterly basis. Dental 
and/or vision health benefits are not reimbursable unless they are embedded in the health insurance policy.  

Bowman Gaskins Financial Group offers group health insurance plans for US-based and overseas USPSCs. For 
more information on coverage, cost, and enrollment forms, please visit the Bowman Gaskins website. The 
international plan includes separate dental benefits, but the dental portion is not reimbursable. Premiums are usually 
paid by salary deductions included in the payroll system. Note that enrollment in the Bowman Gaskins health plans 
is not mandatory and is not endorsed by USAID; USPSCs can elect to use any private health insurance plan of their 
choosing. In some cases, Intermittent employees are eligible for the Bowman Gaskins plan, but they must discuss 
their individual circumstances with Bowman directly to enroll.  Intermittent employees interested in enrolling in a 
Bowman Gaskins offering are recommended to contact the PSC Association at 
psc-association-executive-committee@usaid.gov for guidance.  

For specific regulations, please see Agency Notice 0526: Health Plan Enrollment           
Available for USPSCs; Agency Notice 0544: Agency Makes Health Plan Enrollment           
Available for USPSCs; and Agency Notice 0967 11879: Healthcare Insurance for           
PSCs 

LIFE INSURANCE  

The U.S. Government does not provide coverage to USPSCs under the federal life insurance program, but will 
reimburse a USPSC employee up to 50% of their actual annual premiums, not to exceed $500 per year. (Note: 
Retired federal government employees are not eligible to receive contributions for life insurance expenses if they are 
already enrolled in the federal program.) Once you have selected and enrolled in a plan, reimbursement should be 
requested on a public voucher form (SF-1034). 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(c)(2)(ii)(A):          
Withholdings and Fringe Benefits; AIDAR Appendix D, Sections 4(c)(3) and 4(c)(4);           
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and AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision 9(b): Insurance\Health and           
Life Insurance 

PENSION/ANNUITY 

While USPSCs are not eligible to participate in any federal pension programs, they may enroll in a 401(k) plan 
through USAID, which has enlisted the services of the New York-based firm of Teachers Insurance and Annuity 
Association of America  (TIAA). This is a taxed-deferred annuity 401(k) plan under which USPSCs may contribute 
up to the announced annual IRS limit. USAID does not make an employer contribution to this plan. PSCs can 
visit the TIAA web site at www.tiaa.org, or call the TIAA Counseling Center (1-800-842-2776) to obtain 
information about products and services offered. PSCs should enroll online and then complete  the Salary Reduction 
Agreement and Certification of Participant Contribution forms. Completed forms can be submitted directly to 
USAID’s financial management office (M/CFO) at uspsc@usaid.gov. For field-based employees, it is advisable to 
use a U.S.-based address for enrollment, otherwise TIAA is unable to give you investment advice per U.S. law. For 
OTI staff who would like more information about this plan, please visit OTI Anywhere.  

For specific regulations, please see ADS 637: USPSC 401(k) Defined Contribution           
Plan; Agency Notice 9970: USAID 401(k) Plan for USPSCs; Agency Notice 11415:            
USAID 401(k) Plan for USPSCs; and Agency Notice 7713: Revision to ADS 637,             
USPSC 401(k) Defined Contribution Pension Plan 

MEDICAL EVACUATION (MEDEVAC) INSURANCE  

USAID will provide Medevac services to the contractor and authorized dependents, through the Department of 
State’s Bureau for Medical Services (MED), similar to those provided to U.S. Government employees in accordance 
with 16 FAM 300 Medical Travel. Medevac costs include travel and per diem, but do not include medical care costs. 
To be covered by the Medevac program, the contractor and authorized dependents must obtain and maintain 
international health insurance coverage that includes overseas hospitalization, and must provide proof of such 
insurance to the OTI Contracts Team and Contracting Officer prior to relocation abroad. A medical clearance or 
physician statement is also required. USAID will no longer reimburse USPSCs for privately obtained medical 
evacuation insurance. 

For specific regulations, please see 16 FAM 300 Medical Travel  

PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE  

Professional liability insurance provides coverage for legal liability for damages due to injuries to other persons, 
damage to their property, or other damage or loss to such other persons (including the expenses of litigation and 
settlement) resulting from or arising out of any tortious act, error or omission by the covered individual (whether 
common law, statutory, or constitutional) while the individual is performing his/her official duties; and the cost of 
legal representation, other legal costs and fees for the covered individual in connection with any administrative or 
judicial proceeding relating thereto.  USAID may reimburse eligible employees 50% of the annual premium for 
professional liability insurance, up to a maximum of $175. Reimbursement eligible employees include supervisors, 
management officials (defined as those required to submit annual financial disclosure reports), and law enforcement 
officials. (This program specifically extends the reimbursement authorization to personal services employees who 
meet the eligibility criteria.)  Purchase of private professional liability insurance is optional for these employees; 
reimbursement may be made to eligible USPSC employees without reference to their contracts. USPSCs considering 
such insurance must confirm reimbursement eligibility under this regulation with the Contracting Officer. 
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For specific regulations, please see ADS 537: Professional Liability Insurance 

METRO TRANSIT SUBSIDY  

USPSCs based in Washington, DC are eligible to participate in the Metro Transit Subsidy Program. The subsidy can 
be used for metrorail, metrobus, commuter trains (VRE and MARC), and commuter buses. For OTI-specific 
guidance, visit OTI Anywhere.  

For specific regulations, please see ADS 515: Metro Transit Subsidy Program 

Workers’ Compensation 

USPSCs are eligible to receive benefits for job-related injury, disability, or death under the Federal Employees’ 
Compensation Act, which is administered by the Department of Labor.). This program provides medical benefits, 
continuation of pay, disability compensation, vocational rehabilitation, and death benefits, including funeral benefits 
and survivor compensation. The program applies to disabilities that are temporary or permanent, partial or total, 
when incurred as a result of a work-related disease, illness or traumatic injury. Accidents or injuries should be 
immediately reported to ensure full coverage.  

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(c)(2)(viii):          
Withholdings and Fringe Benefits; and AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General           
Provision 9: Insurance, (a) Workers’ Compensation Benefit; and ADS 442: Workers’           
Compensation Program ; and Workers’ Compensation Frequently Asked      
Questions; and Information Guide for Federal Employees; and Form for reporting           
occupational diseases or illness 

CASUALTY BENEFITS  

In the event that a USPSC is killed in the line of duty, their beneficiary can receive compensation. OAA/Policy and 
the Department of Labor’s Office of Workers’ Compensation Programs (OWCP) have confirmed that USPSCs at 
USAID would be afforded benefits in line with direct hires under the Federal Employee Compensation Act (FECA). 
This includes death benefits up to $100,000. USPSCs do not have to be posted overseas to receive this benefit. 
Survivors of employees who die as a result of a work-related injury or illness are entitled to certain death benefits, 
payable if a claim is filed by eligible beneficiaries. The employee's official supervisor must complete the Official 
Superior's Report of Employee's Death form (CA-6). If the employee is survived by a spouse and/or children, the 
Claim for Compensation by Widow, Widower, and/or Children form (CA-5) must be filed. If the employee is 
survived by parents, brothers, sisters, grandparents or grandchildren, a Claim for Compensation by Parents, 
Brothers, Sisters, Grandparents, or Grandchildren (CA-5b) is required. The Human Capital Service Center (HCSC)/ 
Employee Services and Benefits (ESB) in USAID’s Office of Human Capital and Talent Management must submit 
the CA-6 form to OWCP and OWCP will give forms CA-5 and CA-5b to the survivors.If an employee has life 
insurance, this does not affect the FECA benefit. The beneficiary(ies) may decide which benefit is more appropriate 
for them. The process takes approximately 3-6 months for the benefits to be disbursed. Inquiries related to Workers’ 
Compensation for all staff can be submitted to the HCTM Help-Desk.  
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Unemployment 

USPSCs are not eligible for unemployment insurance for Federal workers or the federal unemployment benefit; 
however, USPSCs may apply for unemployment benefits through their local/state government.  

Leave 

USPSC employees are eligible for a number of leave programs, as described below. USPSCs are required to 
maintain complete leave records for themselves and may be asked to make them available to the Contracting 
Officer.  Staff may access their NFC earnings and leave statements at https://www.nfc.usda.gov/epps/.  

INTERMITTENT:  Please note that any holidays and leave claimed count against the total number of paid days 
authorized in the contract. All intermittent USPSCs may only work a maximum of 250 days in a contract year, or the 
amount authorized in the contract (e.g., 6 month intermittent contracts may only authorize 125 days).  

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision 
5(h): Leave and Holidays/Leave Records, as amended by AAPD 15-02: Authorization of 
Family and Medical Leave for USPSCs.  

ANNUAL LEAVE  
 
USPSC employees are authorized annual leave based on the number of years of service they have performed as a 
federal employee (direct hire or USPSC). A USPSC with less than three years of service (see note below) receives 
four hours per pay period, equal to 13 days per year. After three years of service, an employee receives six hours per 
pay period and 10 hours on the last pay period of the year, for a total of 20 days per year. After 15 years of service, 
the employee will earn eight hours per pay period, equal to 26 days per year. Prior U.S. Government direct hire 
service – civilian or military, as well as Peace Corps – will be used in calculating vacation leave rates.  

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(c)(2)(ix):          
Withholdings and Fringe Benefits and AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision            
5: Leave and Holidays, as amended by AAPD 15-02: Authorization of Family and             
Medical Leave for USPSCs.  

INTERMITTENT: Leave accrual for intermittent USPSCs is prorated based on the number of hours              
worked in a pay period.  Intermittent employees will earn leave as follows: 

• Four (4) hour category: 1 hour of leave for every 20 hours worked 

• Six (6) hour category: 1 hour of leave for every 13 hours worked 

• Eight (8) hour category: 1 hour of leave for each 10 hours worked 

Use of annual leave is requested electronically via the WebTA system. Leave, like all other time categories in 
WebTA, must be used in increments of 15 minutes. Once approved in WebTA,  leave time can be claimed and 
validated on the electronic timesheet.  Please note that the timing and amount of leave are subject to approval by the 
supervisor who must consider the leave requests submitted by others and coverage requirements . It is best to plan 
leave schedules as early in the leave year as possible. The leave year runs from pay period one through pay period 
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26 (generally, but not strictly, in line with the calendar year). USPSCs should monitor leave balances in WebTA and 
immediately report any discrepancies to their Timekeeper. 

It is understood that annual leave is provided under the USPSC contract primarily for the purpose of affording 
necessary rest and recreation during the period of performance. Annual leave earned by the employee, but not 
taken by the end of his/her contract may be forfeited. To prevent forfeiture of annual leave, the Contracting Officer 
may approve use of leave during the concluding weeks of the USPSC contract. If approved by the Contracting 
Officer , the USPSC may receive one lump-sum payment for annual leave not taken. The leave payout is not 
automatic, nor is it a matter of personal preference on the part of the employee. To obtain approval for such a 
payment, the employee must provide the Contracting Officer with a Determination and Findings memo (D&F) for 
the pay-out. The memorandum must set out the facts and circumstances that prevented the contractor from taking 
annual leave and the Contracting Officer must find that these facts and circumstances were not caused by, and were 
beyond the control of the contractor. An approved annual leave payment cannot exceed the number of hours that can 
be earned within one calendar year (annual leave in excess of this amount will be forfeited).USPSCs should make 
every effort to schedule annual leave throughout the period of performance to avoid forfeiting leave at the end of the 
contract.  

Annual Leave transfer As a general rule at USAID, USPSCs are not authorized the transfer of unused sick and 
annual leave from one USPSC contract to another.  Compensatory time, travel compensatory time, and time off 
awards are attached to the WEBTA profile and not the contract, so must be used within one year of receipt or 
complete termination of employment or will be forfeited.  

Unused annual or sick leave may only be transferred if/when  there is an active, M/OAA-approved deviation memo 
in place.  Periodically, DCHA has been able to work with M/OAA to approve these deviations, with limitations. 
Please check with your office  to determine whether or not a deviation is in place for sick and/or annual leave 
transfers. The office-specific personnel management team must work with the Contracting Officer to construct a 
formal request for this process. USPSCs have the option of transferring annual leave or receiving a payout.  Leave 
transfers require a leave forbearance memo that will prevent the USPSC from pursuing a leave payout request (lump 
sum) for  the terminating contract, which must be signed by the Contracting Officer. Therefore, USPSCs may 
choose between a transfer or cash out for annual leave, but cannot do both.  The maximum annual leave that can be 
transferred from one USPSC contract to another USPSC contract (within same office) will be the amount that a 
USPSC can earn in one contract year (i.e. a PSC who has worked over 15 years in the federal government earns 
eight  hours annual leave per pay period). Please note: Deviations that allow transfer of leave hours from one 
contract to another may change from time to time.  Please be sure to get the most up-to-date guidance when 
transitioning from one contract to another. 

Advance Annual Leave may be approved by the Mission Director, cognizant AA, or Contracting Officer as 
appropriate. If the circumstances warrant, the Contracting Officer may grant the USPSC employee advance annual 
leave in excess of that earned, up to what the USPSC employee can earn in one year, or over the life of the contract, 
whichever is less. The USPSC employee agrees to reimburse USAID for any balance of advance annual leave 
outstanding at the completion/termination of the contract. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision 5:             
Leave and Holidays, as amended by AAPD 15-02: Authorization of Family and Medical             
Leave for USPSCs. 

SICK LEAVE  

Sick leave is earned at a rate not to exceed four (4) hours every two (2) weeks for a total of 13 work-days per year. 
The rate at which sick leave is earned does NOT change during the duration of the contract nor the tenure as a 
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USPSC. Use of leave is reflected on the biweekly statement of earnings and leave. USPSCs should monitor leave 
balances and immediately report any discrepancies to their timekeeper. 

Sick Leave transfer (starting balance) can be authorized from one USPSC contract to another within the same 
office for USPSCs in OTI, OFDA, and FFP only when a policy deviation is in effect. The deviation enables M/OAA 
to transfer up to 208 hours of sick leave from one USPSC contract to another for USPSCs remaining in the same 
office.  There is no payout option for sick leave, so any unused sick leave balance at the end of the contract will be 
forfeited.  

USPSCs are ineligible to participate in the leave donation program (either as donors or recipients).  

INTERMITTENT:  Sick leave accrual for intermittent employees is prorated on the basis of one hour of leave for 
every 20 hours worked in a pay period. If the circumstances warrant, the Contracting Officer may grant the USPSC 
employee advance sick leave in excess of that earned, but in no case may the Contracting Officer grant advance 
sick leave in excess of that earned in one year. The USPSC employee agrees to reimburse USAID for any balance of 
advance sick leave outstanding at the completion/termination of the contract.  

LEAVE WITHOUT PAY (LWOP)  

USPSC employees may request leave-without-pay (LWOP) if/when all paid leave has been exhausted they have 
insufficient paid leave balances. For requests of LWOP of less than two weeks, only supervisor approval is required 
for OTI PSCs. Requests of LWOP for two weeks or more require approval from the Contracting Officer and the 
concurrence of the supervisor and approval by the Contracting Officer.  

FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE 

USPSCs may be eligible for Family and Medical Leave (FML) in accordance with Title I of the Family and Medical 
Leave Act of 1993, as amended, and as administered by the Department of Labor under 29 CFR 825.  To be eligible, 
a USPSC must have been employed (i) for at least 12 months by USAID; and (ii) for at least 1,250 hours of service 
with USAID during the previous 12- month period. The specific eligibility criteria and requirements are provided in 
ADS Chapter 481, Family and Medical Leave.  According to AAPD 15-02,  Authorization of Family and Medical 
Leave for USPSCS, “USPSCs may take up to 12 workweeks of unpaid leave under FMLA, Title I, in any 12-month 
period for the following reasons: (a) The care of the USPSC’s newborn child. (b) The care of the USPSC’s newly 
placed adopted or foster care child. (c) The care of the USPSC’s spouse, child or parent with a serious health 
condition. (d) The USPSC’s own serious health condition. (e) A qualifying exigency arising from the USPSC’s 
spouse, child or parent in active duty military status. (f) Other qualifying exigencies as determined by the 
Department of Labor.”  For more information on eligibility, application forms, and complaints for possible 
violations of the act, please see the U.S. Department of Labor’s (DOL’s) Wage and Hour Division (WHD) 
Publication 1420.  

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision            
5: Leave and Holidays, as amended by AAPD 15-02: Authorization of Family and             
Medical Leave for USPSCs and ADS Chapter 481, Family and Medical Leave.  

HOME LEAVE  

Home leave is extraordinary leave for full-time employees who have served and will return to service overseas on 
the below time schedule.  
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Basic Home Leave Requirement Table 

Requirement  Initial Service 
 Requirement  

  

Additional Service Requirement  

Standard Home Leave 
Requirement 

2 years from contract start date,  
30 Days of Home Leave  

1-2 years after returning from 
home leave 

Advanced Home Leave 
Mission Approval Required 

18 months from contract start date, 
30 Days of Home Leave  

Additional service due plus  
1-2 years after returning from  

home leave 

Highly Qualifying Posts 
(HLQP) 

(Iraq, Afghanistan & Pakistan) 

1 year from contract start date, 
10 days of Home Leave 

In addition to 
2 years from contract start date,  

30 days of Home Leave  

Must return to post, but additional 
time in service requirement period 

not specified 

Change in Post/Contract 2 years from contract start date,  
20  Days of Home Leave 

1 -2 years after returning from 
home leave 

 

The additional requirement at post begins the day after the employee has returned to post from home leave.  If the 
employee’s contract period of performance ends before the additional service requirement would be met but is due 
to be extended, the employee must sign a contract modification and/or commit to an additional contract year prior to 
taking home leave. Home leave days are separate from annual and sick leave days. USPSCs must also have not 
taken more than 30 work days of leave (vacation, sick or leave without pay) in the United States to be eligible 
for home leave.  If the PSC has taken leave in the United States, he/she should check with the Contracting Officer 
to determine the impact of that leave on eligibility for home leave. 

• A USPSC returning to the same post for two 2 additional years is eligible for 30 days of home leave. 
Those employed by OTI may be permitted to only stay one additional year at post with documentation 
approved in advance by the Mission or OTI Director. 

• A USPSC returning to a different USAID Mission overseas under a new USPSC contract receives 20 
work days of home leave at the expense of the initial or “losing” post if approved in advance by the 
Mission or OTI Director. 

• If an employee departs  before completing the additional service requirement, he/she must repay the 
cost of Home Leave if the early departure was not caused by reasons beyond the USPSC’s control (as 
determined by the Contracting Officer). 

Home Leave for Qualifying Posts (HLQP) 

• A USPSC working in one of the Home Leave for Qualifying Posts (HLQP), is eligible for this 
additional home leave that is available one full year after contract start date. As of 10/01/2017, these 
posts are Iraq, Afghanistan and Pakistan.  This additional home leave is 10 workdays and does not 
require the employee to return to post for one year as is required by traditional regular home leave. 
However upon the completion of  HLQP home leave, USPSCs MUST return to the HLQP post but 
there is no specified amount of time required.  
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All Home Leave requests must be submitted via a memo in advance, especially for USPSCs changing contracts 
and/or posts. Home leave must be taken at one time, when eligible; it cannot be split, saved, or paid out. 
Recognizing that the USPSC may not always be able to take home leave immediately after completion of the initial 
service requirement, a suitable schedule between the USPSC and the Mission(s) must be negotiated to ensure that 
the USPSC can use this benefit. Travel compensation time cannot be accumulated when traveling for home leave. 
Federal law (5 USC § 6305) requires that home leave be used in the United States, its territories or possessions. 
Consultations in Washington in connection with home leave may be approved by the Contracting Officer. See Home 
Leave Travel under the travel section below for related travel authorizations. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision 5:             
Leave and Holidays, as amended by AAPD 15-02: Home Leave and Revised General             
Provision 5, Leave and Holidays  

Military Leave 

USPSC employees who are reservists of the Armed Forces may be granted paid military leave of not more than 15 
calendar days in any calendar year, with prior approval of the Contracting Officer or Mission Director. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision 5:             
Leave and Holidays, as amended by AAPD 06-11: Home Leave and Revised General             
Provision 5(e), Leave and Holidays\Military LeaveENEFITS AND       
ALLOWANCES/OVERSEAS USPSCS 

Special Allowances  

Certain special allowances have been established for USPSCs serving overseas. Upon arrival at an overseas post, the 
Mission or Embassy may ask USPSCs to fill out the SF-1190 (Application for Benefits and Allowances), which 
constitutes the authorization for the allowances described below. This form is required for the allowances noted 
below.  Some benefit payments will be made via the payroll system and others; some will require submission of 
vouchers for reimbursement. Check with your office-specific personnel management team to identify the procedures 
applicable to your post of assignment. It is the responsibility of the USPSC employee to properly report any 
allowances to which he/she is entitled. It is also the responsibility of the USPSC’s employee’s supervisor to verify 
any allowances requested/reported on the biweekly timesheets. 

 

 

U.S. HOLIDAYS  

USPSC employees are entitled to 10 U.S. Government federal holidays per year, on the same basis as U.S. Direct 
Hire (USDH) employees. The U.S. Government also announces additional “holidays” for special events, such as 
Inauguration Day, to which USPSCs are also entitled.  

INTERMITTENT:  Intermittent USPSCs are eligible for holidays only when in paid status (including sick or annual 
leave) for an entire work day (8 hours) on the workday before and the workday after the holiday, in accordance with 
office policy in either Washington, DC or the field. Intermittent USPSCs may also claim a federal holiday if 
working remotely, as long as they meet the same criteria as listed above. 
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Paid status, per OPM,  includes the following: leave, compensatory time off, compensatory time off for travel, or 
credit hours. Intermittent USPSCs must receive supervisor approval in advance to utilize these leave categories.  
 
When on a field assignment, unless otherwise arranged in advance, Intermittent USPSCs will follow the federal and 
local holiday policies of the Embassy, USAID Mission or Post where assigned. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision 5:             
Leave and Holidays, as amended by AAPD 15-02: Authorization of Family and Medical             
Leave for USPSCs. 

JURY DUTY 

Jury duty is an excused absence, where the USPSC shall be paid at their regular rate.  The USPSC employee must 
add the Jury Duty line to their WebTa timesheet, where they will record work hours until the completion of their 
jury duty service.  The USPSC employee must provide a summons from the court indicating the date that they were 
ordered to report for jury duty and the date that they were released from duty to their supervisor.  

INTERMITTENT: Intermittent USPSCs reporting for Jury Duty, must be on assignment on  the day before and the 
day after to claim administrative leave for Jury Duty.  

For specific regulations, please see ADS 480.3.9, Court Leave, and 3 FAM 3450. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision 5:             
Leave and Holidays, as amended by AAPD 15-02: Authorization of Family and Medical             
Leave for USPSCs. 

Field Allowances 

COST OF LIVING ALLOWANCE (COLA) 

The Cost of Living Allowance (COLA) is a non-taxable allowance designed to offset the higher overseas prices of 
non-housing goods and services. Unlike post differential, which is a true “percentage” of salary, COLA is based on a 
formula of salary and family size.  COLA can go up or down depending on a post price survey.  These surveys are 
reviewed by the Office of Allowances in Department of State. COLA is calculated by comparing costs for goods and 
services in 11 categories - including food (consumed at home or in restaurants), tobacco/alcohol, clothing, personal 
care items, furnishings, household goods, medical services, recreation, public transportation, vehicle-related 
expenses, and household help - to the cost of those same goods and services in Washington, D.C. Allowance levels 
are expressed in terms of a percentage, but do not equate to a simple calculation of a percentage of base pay. Post 
Allowance levels are based on the salary level of the employee and the size of the employee’s family at post with the 
employee using a complicated formula for the calculation. Adjustments to post allowances (COLA) are computed 
on the basis of the calendar day, rather than the workday. This allowance is not taxable and must be vouchered for 
using the COLA voucher form.  

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(c)(2)(v)(C):          
Withholdings and Fringe Benefits, Post Allowance; AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12,           
General Provision 6: Differentials and Allowances, (4) Post Allowance; 3 FAM 3230:            
Cost of Living Allowance; 4 FAH-3 H-535: Allowances; and DSSR Section 220: Post             
Allowance 
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COLA usually terminates when the employee is away from post, with certain caveats: 

1. When the employee leaves post on official leave orders that authorize payment of per diem in connection 
with the travel (for example, home leave), COLA terminates on the date of commencement of the travel, 
except that the allowance is reduced rather than terminated when family members remain at post, to a level 
appropriate for the reduced family size at post. 

2. When the employee leaves post on official leave orders that do not authorize payment of per diem in 
connection with the travel (for example, R&R), COLA terminates on the 31st day of travel, except that the 
allowance is reduced rather than terminated when family members remain at post, to a level appropriate for 
the reduced family size at post. 

3. When the employee leaves post on official orders other than leave orders (for example, TDY), COLA 
terminates on the 31st day of travel, except that the same reduction is made for family remaining at post as 
described in (2) above. 

Please visit the Department of State’s Office of Allowances COLA FAQ page for additional information. 

POST (HARDSHIP) DIFFERENTIAL 

Post differential (also called hardship pay) is intended to provide additional compensation for employees serving in 
foreign areas where living conditions differ substantially from those in the continental U.S. and warrant additional 
compensation as a recruitment and retention incentive. Post differentials are established for each post between 0% 
and 35% of basic compensation, exclusive of any overtime, allowances, differentials, or any additional work days 
authorized. Post differential is taxable (unlike COLA which is not taxed). 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(c)(v)(H): Withholdings           
and Fringe Benefits, Post Differential; AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General           
Provision 6: Differentials and Allowances, (1) Post Differential; 3 FAM 3260: Post            
Differential; 4 FAH-3 H533.10: Post Differential; and DSSR Section 500: Post           
Differential 

Post Differential stops when overseas staff travel to the U.S. and does not begin again until the USPSC has returned 
to their post of assignment. For posted staff, no formal request is needed for this allowance, but it must be claimed 
in the WebTA timekeeping system.  The Post Differential line must be added to the WebTA timesheet and then 
eight  hours for each regular work day should be claimed spent outside of the U.S. Post Differential should not be 
added for more than 40 hours per week.  

Post differential allowances usually terminate for any travel to the U.S. and are not payable during periods of home 
leave. For travel directly to the U.S., the differential terminates at the close of business on the date of 
commencement of travel under official orders. Post differential is not terminated when the employee is detailed or 
medevaced to the U.S. and a family member remains at post. Note: There are also exceptions relating to employees 
assigned to certain critical posts. Check the DSSR for these specific instances.  

When the employee takes leave in another country while en route to the U.S., post differential terminates upon 
arrival in the U.S. (rather than upon commencement of travel).  If  planning to take some time in another country 
during the leave period, it is best to make the stop en route to the U.S. rather than en route back to post. Post 
differential does not resume until returning to post, so stopping on the way back to post means that post differential 
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will not apply while in the foreign location. Stopping on the way to the U.S., on the other hand, means that post 
differential continues while in the foreign location.  

Employees who are overseas on temporary duty (TDY) are eligible for post differential after 42 consecutive days at 
post. Except in certain countries, post differential starts on the 43rd day and is not retroactive to day one. Payment for 
post differential in connection with TDY is made through the WebTA payroll system, but may not appear on the 
regular earnings & leave statement. Requests for such payments must be made by memo to the USAID Mission 
controller at the TDY post..  

For specific regulations, please see Notice 17874: Post Differential for TDY Employees  

DANGER PAY  

This allowance is granted to provide additional compensation above and beyond basic pay for services in foreign 
areas where there exist conditions of civil insurrection, civil war, terrorism or wartime conditions which threaten 
physical harm or imminent danger to the health or well-being of an employee. The amount of danger pay authorized 
for a specific post is determined by the Department of State and can be up to 35% of the employee’s basic 
compensation. It is exclusive of any overtime, allowances, differentials, or any additional work days authorized. To 
claim Danger Pay, the line with the authorized percentage for the specified  post must be added to the WebTA 
timesheet and then the employee should claim eight hours for each regular work day the USPSC is in the country 
for four or more business hours.  Danger Pay should not be added for more than 40 hours per week. Danger pay is 
not received for days for which no basic pay is received and stops when away from post for any reason.  

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(c)(2)(v)(J):          
Withholdings and Fringe Benefits, Danger Pay; AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General            
Provision 6: Differentials and Allowances, (9) Danger Pay Allowance; 3 FAM 3270:            
Danger Pay; 4 FAH-3 H-533.12: Danger Pay; and DSSR Section 650: Danger Pay 

SEPARATE MAINTENANCE ALLOWANCE  

Separate maintenance allowance (SMA) is an allowance to assist an employee to meet the additional expenses of 
maintaining members of family somewhere other than at the employee's foreign post of assignment. This is an 
allowance paid when an individual is assigned to a post that is classified as an unaccompanied post or to meet the 
special needs of an employee, including health, career, or educational or family considerations for a spouse, children 
or other family members. The amount paid is based upon the number of authorized dependents. This allowance is 
taxable and is reimbursable via a SF-1034 form per the guidance below.There are three types of SMA:  Involuntary 
(ISMA), Voluntary (VSMA), and Transitional (TSMA): 

1. Involuntary separate maintenance allowance (ISMA) may be granted because of dangerous, notably 
unhealthful, or excessively adverse living conditions at the employee's post of assignment in a foreign area, 
or for the convenience of the Government. (See DSSR 262.1.) This allowance is reimbursable via a 
SF-1190 voucher form, starting on the first day that the USPSC arrives at post.  

2. Voluntary separate maintenance allowance (VSMA) may be granted to an employee who personally 
requests such an allowance, based on special needs or hardship involving the employee or family 
member(s).  (See DSSR 262.2.) This allowance is reimbursable via a SF-1190 voucher form and begins 90 
days after the USPSC has arrived to post, following separation from family members. 

3. Transitional separate maintenance allowance (TSMA) may be granted to an employee whose family 
members temporarily occupy commercial quarters following termination of an evacuation or in connection 
with an unaccompanied assignment. (See DSSR 262.3)  
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A change in circumstances, such as the situations noted below, may cause suspension/termination of the VSMA. 
Please immediately contact your support team if the following occurs, and refer to DSSR 266 for more information. 
 

Family visitation to post (DSSR 266.1) 
 

The grant of ISMA or VSMA on behalf of a family member shall be suspended the day that the family member 
arrives at post when the stay is or will be in excess of thirty (30) consecutive days, or has exceeded or will 
exceed 90 days during one 12-month period.  No other allowances or benefits under these regulations may be 
authorized for this family member while visiting post. 
  
ISMA or VSMA payments may be resumed effective the day the member of family departs en route to the SMA 
point, provided the family members stay at the post has not exceeded 90 days within one 12 month period. 
  
The grant of SMA on behalf of a member of family may continue during the family member's visit to post when 
the visit is for thirty (30) consecutive days or less, providing the member of family is again en route to the SMA 
point by the 31st day and the number of days the family member stayed at the post has not exceeded 90 days 
during one 12-month period  

 
Permanent change  
DSSR 266.2 Transfer 
  
When an employee is transferred from a post at which the employee has been granted ISMA or VSMA, such 
grant shall terminate as of the earliest of the following dates: 
  
(1) date the employee commences travel under the transfer order; or  
(2) effective date of transfer when no travel by the employee under the transfer order is involved. 
  
DSSR 266.3 Separation 
  
When an employee is separated (040r) while assigned to a post at which the employee has been granted ISMA 
or VSMA, such grant shall terminate as of the earlier of the following dates: 
  
(1) last day of employment; or  
(2) date on which the employee is reunited with the family member(s). 

  
DSSR 266.4 Transitional SMA 
  
Transitional SMA shall terminate as of the earliest of the following dates: 
  
(1) date the employee commences travel under transfer orders from the formerly evacuated post or date of transfer 
when no travel by the employee under the transfer order is involved (pertains to DSSR 262.3a, 262.3b and 262.3c 
only). 
(2) date the authorized period for Transitional SMA ends.  
(3) date the complete Household Effects (HHE) shipment is delivered to family (pertains to DSSR 262.3a and 
262.3d TSMA only). 
(4) date the family members occupy non-commercial quarters.  
(5) date the family members occupy permanent quarters.  
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(6) three days after the last day of school (pertains to DSSR 262.3b TSMA only).  
(7) date the family members commence travel to the employee's onward accompanied post of assignment (pertains 
to DSSR 262.3e TSMA only). 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(c)(2)(v)(E):          
Withholdings and Fringe Benefits, Separate Maintenance Allowance; AIDAR Appendix         
D, Section 12, General Provision 6: Differentials and Allowances, (8) Separate           
Maintenance Allowance; and DSSR Section 260: Separate Maintenance Allowance 

EDUCATION ALLOWANCE 

The education allowance covers tuition and other approved costs for dependents enrolled in grades K–12, either in a 
school at post or away from post. This allowance is not taxable and is reimbursed via a SF-1034 form along with the 
following three documents: 1) copy of tuition receipts; 2) copy of the contract (which verifies the allowance is in 
your contract) and; 3) copy of the Assignment to Post TA (which verifies that the children were included on the 
Travel Authorization). In some circumstances, school tuition will be paid through a contract funds transfer directly 
to the Mission. Please contact your financial management administrator for more information. Education allowances 
are established by the State Department for each post, and can be found in DSSR Section 920. Up to date summaries 
of post allowances are also maintained on the Department of State Office of Allowances’ Allowances by Location 
page.  Education Allowances may also include a special needs as well as a supplementary instructions allowance, 
depending on the needs of the USPSC employee’s dependents. There have been significant changes in the past 
several years to the Special Needs allowance and employees should review the Department of State's FAQ on 
Education Allowance for additional information.  

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(c)(2)(v)(F):          
Withholdings and Fringe Benefits, Education Allowance; AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12,           
General Provision 6: Differentials and Allowances, (7) Education Allowance; and DSSR           
Section 270: Education Allowance 

 

 

Travel/Posted Personnel 

EDUCATIONAL TRAVEL 

Educational travel  is for dependents under age 23 and attending an undergraduate degree program, to cover the 
costs of travel to post and return to school, once a year. This allowance is not taxable and is requested via an 
SF-1190. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(c)(2)(v)(G):          
Withholdings and Fringe Benefits, Educational Travel; AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12,           
General Provision 6: Differentials and Allowances, (10)Educational Travel; and DSSR          
Section 280: Educational Travel 

TEMPORARY LODGING ALLOWANCE OR TEMPORARY QUARTERS SUBSISTENCE ALLOWANCE (TQSA) 
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This is an allowance for costs associated with living in temporary quarters at post until you move into your 
permanent quarters. This can last up to 90 days and includes actual (itemized) costs for all meals, lodging, 
laundry/dry cleaning, etc. This allowance is not taxable, and is requested via SF-1190. The Standard Form  (SF) 
1190 can be found on OTI Anywhere. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(c)(2)(v)(A):          
Withholdings and Fringe Benefits, Temporary Lodging Allowance; AIDAR Appendix D,          
Section 12, General Provision 6: Differentials and Allowances, (3) Temporary Lodging           
Allowance; and DSSR Section 120: Temporary Quarters Subsistence Allowance 

LIVING QUARTERS ALLOWANCE 

This is an allowance for rental of a residence at post. This allowance is not taxable and is requested via SF-1190. 
Note: At most overseas posts, employees are not eligible for this allowance since housing is provided by the U.S. 
Government (either USAID or the embassy) as part of a housing pool (see Housing below). 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(c)(2)(v)(B):          
Withholdings and Fringe Benefits, Living Quarters Allowance; AIDAR Appendix D,          
Section 12, General Provision 6: Differentials and Allowances, (2) Living Quarters           
Allowance about 3 FAM 3220: Living Quarters Allowance DSSR Section 130: Living            
Quarters Allowances 

PAYMENTS DURING EVACUATION/AUTHORIZED DEPARTURE  

This is for the rare instances when the post must be evacuated. When an evacuation is authorized or ordered, specific 
information about safe havens and payments will be given via the State Department Ordered Departure Cable. Staff 
who will be posted overseas should familiarize themselves with the evacuation guidelines issued by the State 
Department, prior to arriving at post. Guidance on the types of documents to bring to post and actions to take prior 
to leaving the U.S. (school records, health records, powers of attorney, etc.) can be found in DSSR Section 600. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(c)(2)(v)(I): 
Withholdings and Fringe Benefits, Payments During Evacuation/Authorized Departure; 
AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision 6: Differentials and Allowances, (6) 
Payments During Evacuation; and DSSR Section 600: Payments During 
Evacuation/Authorized Departure 

SHIPMENTS OF PERSONAL EFFECTS  

In addition to the monetary benefits described above, USPSCs serving overseas are authorized the shipment of 
personal effects for themselves and their dependents. Personal effects may be authorized to be shipped to post or 
stored at an authorized U.S. Government facility at U.S. Government expense, up to the limits noted below. All 
shipments authorized will be identified on the post assignment Travel Authorization (TA). Some overseas posts may 
limit or prohibit accompaniment by family members; others may limit the amount of personal effects that may be 
shipped. Check with your office-specific personnel management team to find out any limitations imposed by your 
specific post of assignment. All shipments from the U.S. to an overseas location (including unaccompanied air 
baggage, household effects, personally owned vehicle and consumables) are arranged through the Department of 
State Transportation Operations Branch, regardless of where in the U.S. the shipments will originate. Please contact 
the OTI Travel Team for instructions. Shipments from an overseas location back to the U.S. or to another post are 
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usually handled by the General Services Office (GSO) of the U.S. Embassy at post. Since such shipments require 
customs clearances through diplomatic channels, USAID Missions generally process such shipments through the 
Embassy. This is true for incoming shipments at post as well. Please contact the Embassy GSO for instructions and 
forms. The USAID Mission Executive Officer (EXO) can assist with this process. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision            
10(l): Travel and Transportation Expenses\Transportation of Motor Vehicles, Personal         
Effects and Household Goods; CIB 89-29: Use of Government Bill of Lading for             
Transportation of USPSC Personal Effects (UAB, HHE, POV); and Consumables List           
Alphabetically by Post 

Note: As a U.S. Government employee on official duty abroad, personal effects are not subject to import fees or 
customs in the country of assignment. Personal effects are also eligible for duty-free entry into the U.S. on 
completion of the contract, except for items shipped for commercial purposes. Appropriate language certifying this 
eligibility will be included on the Travel Authorization. Please note that any vehicles shipped from overseas to the 
United States must comply with U.S. specifications. 

Possible shipment allowances include the following: 

EXCESS BAGGAGE 

Each individual traveling on assignment-to-post orders, including each authorized dependent, is authorized a 
shipment amount or number of pieces equal to that authorized for a first class passenger. Receipts will be required. 
[Please note that most non-U.S. airlines handle baggage on a “per kilo” basis, while the U.S. system handles 
baggage on a “per piece” system. Per international agreements, a non-U.S. airline should accept the “per piece” 
allowances when the ticket is issued by a U.S. airline. Problems can, however occur, especially if the issuing agency 
is using ticket stock from a non-U.S. airline.] When traveling in economy class accommodations, the employee will 
be reimbursed for the cost of transporting up to 10 kilograms (22 pounds) of additional accompanied personal 
baggage per traveler, provided that the total weight per traveler does not exceed that regularly allowed for first class 
travelers. Note: Per Agency’s ADS 522.3.13 Luggage Allowances, every TA must include  the following statement: 
“Traveler is authorized up to two checked bags, not to exceed airline weight allowance per bag. Charges levied by 
carriers on the first and/or second bag (within the airline weight limits) are allowable, excluding any charges levied 
as a result of excess weight. Receipts are required for any baggage payments." 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision            
10(c): Travel and Transportation Expenses, International Travel; and 14 FAM 568:           
Airline Luggage Allowances 

UNACCOMPANIED AIR BAGGAGE (UAB)  

 Unaccompanied air baggage (UAB) is commonly referred to as air freight. The employee is authorized gross 250 
lbs., of UAB. [“Gross” means that the weight of the packing materials and container are included in the allowance 
level. Remember to consider the weight of the container when planning  an air freight shipment.] The first 
authorized dependent is allowed 200 lbs., the second 150 lbs., and the third and each subsequent authorized 
dependent is allowed 100 lbs. UAB is considered personal belongings needed by the traveler upon arrival at his/her 
destination. Therefore, the transportation of unaccompanied baggage must be initiated promptly, preferably in 
advance of the traveler’s departure. Shipment of UAB must be initiated within 30 days of the last traveler’s arrival at 
the final destination. Please note that State regulations do not authorize shipment of electronic equipment 
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(televisions, computers, radios, audio systems, etc.) in the UAB. This means that such items, if you choose to ship 
them, are sent at personal risk. State may refuse such shipments and may deny any claims for loss or damage of such 
items if included in the UAB. Please note that use of military or State postal systems for shipments of UAB is 
prohibited. UAB shipment may be authorized for R&R and Home Leave travel.  For some specific posts where 
HHE is not authorized, there may be an authorized increase for UAB. Employees should carefully review post 
specific guidance for authorized UAB and HHE shipping authorizations at the mission or embassy. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision            
10(m): Travel and Transportation Expenses\Transportation of Motor Vehicles\        
Unaccompanied Baggage; and 14 FAM 613.3: Unaccompanied Air Baggage (UAB) 

HHE (HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS)  

The employee is authorized a maximum amount of 7,200 lbs., net (approved weights can vary depending on the 
post; this benefit is often not available in CPC posts), of personal effects, usually shipped by surface transportation. 
{“Net” means that the weight of the lift van or the container that the goods are shipped in does not count against the 
weight allowance authorized.} The weight of the packing cartons and packing materials do count against the weight 
allowances authorized. There are restrictions on shipment of recreational vehicles and firearms. Please check with 
the appropriate shipping office for specific restrictions applicable to your post of assignment. HHE shipments must 
be initiated within 12 months of arrival at, or departure from, the post of assignment. Please remember that 
government housing provided overseas is furnished, so most personal household furniture should be placed in 
storage.  Use of military or  Department of State postal systems for shipments of HHE is prohibited. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision            
10(l): Travel and Transportation Expenses, Transportation of Motor Vehicle, Personal          
Effects and HHE; and 14 FAM 614: Processing Shipments of Household and Personal             
Effects 

STORAGE 

The employee is authorized domestic storage of personal effects at the U.S. Government authorized facility at the 
expense of the U.S. government. The combined total weight of HHE shipped to post plus stored effects may not 
exceed 18,000 pounds, net. This means that if you ship less than the 7,200 pounds authorized, you can apply the 
unused portion to your storage weight. You cannot, however, increase the amount shipped overseas at government 
expense. Overseas shipments above 7,200 pounds net are at the employee’s personal expense, computed on a 
cost-construct basis. Storage amounts in excess of the combined level of 18,000 pounds are also at the employee’s 
personal expense. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision            
10(o): Travel and Transportation Expenses, Storage of Household Effects; 14 FAM           
613.1: Shipment and Storage Weight Allowances; and 14 FAM 620: Storing Effects 

PERSONALLY OWNED VEHICLE (POV) 

For contracts longer than one year, the employee can potentially be authorized shipment of one vehicle from the 
U.S. (or some other point on a cost constructive basis) to his/her post of assignment, and back at the end of the 
contract. The vehicle shipped must be in compliance with the laws and regulations of the country where the vehicle 
will be operated.  
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For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision            
10(l): Travel and Transportation Expenses, Transportation of Motor Vehicle, Personal          
Effects and Household Effects; and 14 FAM 615: Personally-Owned Motor Vehicles           
(POVs)  

CONSUMABLES ALLOWANCE 

This is an allowance available at designated posts where consumable items are difficult to purchase locally or are 
extremely expensive.  

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(c)(2)(vi) ; and 14 FAM             
613.7: Shipping Consumables 

If assigned to a consumables post, an employee, regardless of family size, is authorized to ship 2,500 lbs, gross of 
food stuffs, paper products, and more, for a two-year assignment. For each additional year of assignment at the post, 
an additional 1,250 lbs is authorized. See the regulations listed above for time limitations on when consumables can 
be shipped to post. Shipments must usually be initiated within 12 months of the date of the TA. 

The Foreign Affairs Manual (FAM) has a listing of posts that are eligible for consumables allowances. Please check 
the listing before traveling. The allowance is specified on the post assignment TA. If you are going to a post with a 
consumables allowance, please check with the USAID Mission EXO or the Embassy Community Liaison Office 
(CLO) to find out what items are readily available at post (either in the local markets or in a U.S. 
Government-sponsored commissary, where such exist). This information will guide the selection of consumable 
items to ship. 

The Family Liaison Office in State Department can provide a listing of U.S. vendors who routinely handle 
consumables shipments for overseas posts. Be mindful of expiration dates when ordering consumables, to ensure 
that foodstuffs will not expire before they can be used. If on a two year tour, you should consider doing an initial 
shipment of less than 2,500 pounds.  A second shipment can then be made later in the first year, before the 
authorization expires. 

OTHER ALLOWANCES 

Some posts have special shipping requirements or additional allowances/restrictions. The individual should check 
with the Department of State Transportation Operations Branch or the post Executive Officer or Embassy General 
Services Officer to determine if there are any specific allowances/restrictions for the post. 

PETS  

Restrictions on animals vary greatly from one country to another as do quarantine requirements. Please refer to the 
website of the Overseas Briefing Center (OBC) and to post travel cables that are on file at the OBC regarding 
importation of pets into your specific country of assignment. The OBC is part of the Transition Center (TC) at the 
Foreign Service Institute. Please note that USPSCs are not eligible for reimbursement for transportation of pets.  

TRAVEL/ALL USPSCS 

No official travel should be undertaken without an approved Travel Authorization (TA) in hand. All 
headquarters-managed travel must be handled through the USAID travel agency. Field offices may establish their 
own procedures for requesting official travel. Staff should familiarize themselves with the procedures in place at 
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their duty station. See your office-specific personnel management staff for guidance (If employed by OTI, contact 
the OTI Travel Team). As a general rule, all official travel is conducted using the lowest cost, unrestricted economy 
fare on the most direct, regularly traveled route. Contract carrier city-pair fares provide direct routes. A post may, 
however, have more than one regularly traveled route. Use of restricted fares is encouraged where the total cost of 
the travel (including any penalties which might be assessed in case of an unavoidable change in travel schedules) is 
less than the lowest-cost unrestricted economy fare. Frequent flyer miles that accrue as a result of official travel are 
considered the property of the traveler, not of the agency, and may be used for personal travel or for upgrading to a 
higher class accommodation when on official travel. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision            
10: Travel and Transportation Expenses; Agency Notice 11018: Use of Restricted           
Tickets; 14 FAM 580: Employee Logistics Travel\Performing Travel; and 14 FAM 560:            
Allowable Travel and Miscellaneous Expenses 

The Fly America Act requires the use of U.S. flag carriers wherever they are available. This applies to travel and the 
transportation of goods (HHE, POV, etc.). Most travel offices are familiar with the regulations and will ensure 
compliance when establishing an itinerary for any official travel, but it is ultimately the traveler’s  responsibility, so 
it is always wise to check reservations proposed by a travel office, whether in the U.S. or overseas. In special (rare) 
circumstances, a waiver may be granted; speak with the appropriate office-specific personnel management team for 
more information. 

For specific regulations, please see FAR Clause 52.247-63: Preference for U.S. Flag Air             
Carriers; AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provisions 10(n): Travel and           
Transportation Expenses\International Ocean Transportation; and 14 FAM 583: Use of          
U.S. Flag and Foreign Air Carriers 

Any travel to an overseas post requires receipt of a country clearance prior to commencement of travel, whether 
traveling on assignment or on TDY orders, whether traveling from Washington to the field or from one overseas 
post to another. The office sponsoring the travel is responsible for preparing and transmitting the cable or electronic 
request for a country clearance. If planning travel, please ensure that the request has been sent as early in the process 
as possible. The traveler should also ensure that they have a copy of the clearance in hand before traveling. It is 
recommended staff carry a copy of the approved TA while traveling.  

Travel costs and allowances will be allowed for authorized dependents to and from the assignment post, only if the 
dependent remains at post for at least nine months or one-half of the USPSC’s period of performance, whichever is 
greater, except as otherwise authorized for education, medical or emergency visitation travel. If the dependent is 
eligible for educational travel, time spent away from post resulting from educational travel will be counted as time at 
post. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision            
10(f): Travel and Transportation Expenses\Limitation on Travel by Dependents 

Personal (leisure) travel in conjunction with official travel may be permitted, but only on a cost-constructive basis. 
From time to time, cost-constructive travel is disallowed at USAID. “Cost-constructive basis” means the employee 
will pay the difference between the cost of a ticket to the designated point and the cost of a ticket to the preferred 
destination. Such travel should be arranged through the travel office handling the official travel. Please remember 
that personal travel cannot be undertaken using government contract (“city pair”) fares, but the basis for the 
cost-construct will be the government fare. This can make personal travel quite expensive.  
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For specific regulations, please see Agency Notice 7039, August 11, 2003, Leisure            
Travel in Conjunction with Official Travel 

NOTE for OTI staff: Prior to travel, all OTI field staff posted by OTI/Washington must complete the Foreign 
Service Residence and Dependency Report (OF-126) established for OTI Personal Services Contract employees. For 
contracting purposes, this form will be used to establish an employee's duty station, legal residence, home leave 
address, repatriation address, relationship status, and dependents. 

Types of travel include the following: 

ASSIGNMENT TO POST 

Assignment-to-post travel will be accomplished using the most economical and direct route to post. Travel by other 
than the most direct route is a personal expense of the employee, on a cost-constructive basis. 

REST AND RECUPERATION (R&R)  

R&R authorizations are based on the conditions at post, are authorized by the Department of State, and are listed in 
the Automated Directed Service (ADS) and Foreign Affairs Manual (FAM). USPSCs are authorized R&R travel on 
the same basis as direct hire staff at the same post. Check with post personnel management staff on R&R 
entitlements: some posts may have multiple R&Rs because of special working conditions or hardships. R&R 
consists of an airline ticket to the post-specific designated R&R point or to some other point within the United 
States. There is no special leave for R&R. Any time on R&R (including travel time if traveling on a workday) must 
be accounted for as annual leave, sick leave (supported by a doctor’s certification of incapacity), earned 
compensatory time, or leave without pay. Please note that employees are not entitled to any local holidays which 
occur after departure from post on R&R travel orders. No per diem or miscellaneous costs are reimbursable other 
than visas, airport taxes, and transportation between airports.  

Note: Each post has a specific designated R&R point. Travel to other non-U.S. locations is allowed on a 
cost-constructive basis. The regulations on R&R are extensive and sometimes complicated, especially if you want to 
travel on a non-direct route, so please be sure to check with the OTI Travel team for more detailed guidance. R&R 
travel is generally not granted within six months of the beginning and end of the employee’s tour of duty, or within 
six months of a previously authorized R&R or family visitation trip. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General           
Provision 10(k): Travel and Transportation Expenses, Rest and Recuperation Travel;          
3 FAM 3720: R&R Travel; and 14 FAM 531.5: Rest and Recuperation Travel 

LOCAL TRAVEL 

All local travel must be performed in accordance with the applicable rules and procedures as set forth by individual 
missions. This includes local transportation, whether via U.S. Government-owned or private vehicles (buses, taxis, 
etc.). Please check with the OTI Travel Team, EXO, Administrative Officer, or GSO as to the  guidelines that are in 
effect at the post of assignment. Some embassies have established restrictions on the use of local public 
transportation for health, safety, or security reasons. Be sure to be aware of any such restrictions. 

Local travel in Washington, DC is travel conducted within a 50-mile radius from the traveler’s duty station. A 
voucher for this travel must be prepared using an SF-1034 form that could be found on OTI Anywhere. 
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For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General           
Provision 10(d): Travel and Transportation Expenses, Local Travel 

INTERNATIONAL/REGIONAL TRAVEL  

If employed by OTI, all international/regional travel outside of the country of assignment MUST be approved by the 
OTI Regional Team Leader responsible for the  post of assignment. Travel Authorizations (TAs) for such official 
travel will be issued by OTI/Washington for Country Representatives, and by the Mission for other field staff. No 
TA is required for personal travel outside of the country of assignment, but approval is still required from the OTI 
Regional Team Leader (for the Country Representative) or the Country Representative (for other field staff) for the 
absence from post. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General           
Provision 10(c): Travel and Transportation Expenses, International Travel 

REPATRIATION TRAVEL 

At the end of the employee’s overseas  contract, USAID will pay for  return travel for the employee and any eligible 
family members to the Service Separation Residence address as shown on the employee’s Foreign Service 
Residence and Dependency Report form OF-126. USAID will also pay for the transportation of personal effects 
(POV, HHE, etc.) to the same location. For shipment of effects, another location may be designated if approved by 
the Contracting Officer. In most cases, shipment allowances for repatriation will be the same as for assignment 
travel. Be sure to check your form OF-126 and initiate a change of the Service Separation Residence address 30 days 
prior to departing post. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General           
Provision 10(c): Travel and Transportation Expenses, International Travel; AIDAR         
Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision 10(l): Travel and Transportation          
Expenses, Transportation of Motor Vehicle, Personal Effects and Household Effects 

SPECIAL TRAVEL 

USPSCs posted overseas are eligible for Emergency Visitation Travel in connection with certain types of family 
emergencies - a life-threatening illness or condition involving an immediate family member , a death in the 
immediate family, the need to deal with the incapacitation of a parent, etc. This handbook will not address the 
various types of situations warranting such travel, the frequency of permissible travel, the definitions of immediate 
family, and the travel benefits payable. If you encounter a situation warranting Emergency Visitation Travel (EVT), 
please review the applicable guidelines and consult with OTI/OMD or your office-specific personnel management 
team, with the field Mission EXO, or with the Embassy HR Office.  

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General           
Provision 10(i): Travel and Transportation Expenses\Emergency and Irregular        
Travel and Transportation; 3 FAM 3740: Emergency Visitation Travel; and 3 FAM            
3730: Visitation Travel 

TEMPORARY DUTY TRAVEL (TDY)  
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 Temporary duty travel (TDY) includes any travel performed for work outside the regular duty station, whether in 
the country of assignment but out of the city of residence, or out of the country of assignment.  

The list of TDY benefits includes: 

• Per Diem 

• Airline Mileage 

• Travel Comp Time (see the USPSC Compensation section) 

• Danger Pay (see the Benefits and Allowances/Overseas USPSCs section) 

• Post Differential (see the Benefits and Allowances/Overseas USPSCs section) 

Regulations and per diem rates for domestic travel (travel within the U.S.) are published and administered by the 
General Services Administration (GSA), in the form of Federal Travel Regulations (FTR). Regulations and per diem 
rates for international travel (travel outside the U.S.) are published and administered by the State Department, in the 
form of the Department of State Standardized Regulations (DSSR).  

There are some differences between domestic (FTR) and international (DSSR) regulations that can cause confusion 
for  staff. For example, GSA regulations permit the reimbursement of domestic hotel taxes as a separate expense 
from per diem, while hotel taxes are incorporated in the per diem rates in foreign areas. GSA regulations establish 
the use of a “lodging plus” system as the standard practice for per diem in the United States, and this system is also 
standard practice for foreign travel. Although standard practice,  The agency has the discretion to determine which 
system is appropriate per any  given situation.  

“Lodging plus” means that travelers are paid the actual cost of their lodging plus the standard amount for 
miscellaneous and incidental expenses (M&IE). The traveler must provide a copy of their hotel bill when submitting 
the travel voucher.  Flat rate means that the traveler receives the full amount of the authorized per diem, with no 
hotel bills required.  

Another difference to note is that the GSA regulations permit reimbursement for laundry/dry cleaning expenses, 
while the State regulations do not (such expenses are considered when the per diem rates are calculated). In special 
cases, the traveler may be authorized reimbursement for actual expenses, even when higher than the established per 
diem rates (for example, if an employee is participating in a conference sponsored by a non-USG organization at a 
specific location, where the costs are higher than USG per diem rates).  

Whenever meals are provided to the employee by the U.S. Government, the meals and incidental expense (M&IE) 
portion of the per diem rate is reduced in accordance with specific guidelines provided by regulation. This situation 
might arise when lunch or dinner is provided as part of a conference or other event. [Note: Meals provided by a hotel 
do not affect the M&IE allowance.] When it is known in advance of the travel that some meals will be provided by 
the government, the per diem estimate(s) on the travel authorization may reflect these reductions. However, this is 
not always the case, nor is it always known in advance whether, or which, meals will be provided. In such cases, the 
employee is responsible for reporting any meals provided so that appropriate reductions can be made on the travel 
voucher. 
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For specific regulations, please see ADS 522: Performance of TDY in the U.S. and              
Abroad; ADS 633: Financial Management Aspects of TDY Travel; and 14 FAM 533:             
Temporary Duty Travel 

Per diem is comprised of two components: lodging,  meals and incidental expenses (MI&E). The lodging 
component covers the cost of commercial facilities, including government guest housing where a usage fee is 
assessed. Lodging costs are not payable when the lodging is provided in a private residence or at no cost to the 
traveler. For example, some conferences are conducted at hotels where the cost of the room has been included in the 
overall cost of the conference.  

Meals and incidental expenses include meals and costs incidental to meals (taxes, tips).  

Miscellaneous expenses are reimbursed separate from per diem when authorized or approved by the agency, usually 
on the travel authorization (TA). Miscellaneous expenses may include local transportation (metro, taxi, bus) costs, 
bottled water (overseas only), hotel taxes (domestic only), official communications (phone, fax, telegram, internet), 
fees associated with obtaining money (for travelers checks, money orders, ATM transactions, etc.), passport or visa 
photos and fees, airport fees, commissions on foreign currency transactions, immunizations (foreign travel only) and 
laundry/dry cleaning charges (domestic only). As noted above, MI&E may be reduced where meals are provided by 
the government at no cost to the traveler. As a general rule, costs of miscellaneous and incidental expenses are 
allocated as follows: 15% for breakfast, 25% for lunch, 40% for dinner, and 20% for incidentals (taxes, tips, etc.). 

For specific regulations, please see Federal Travel Regulations, Part 301-12 

All agency employees, their dependents, and others whose travel is funded by the department may retain 
promotional items (i.e., frequent flyer miles, upgrades, access to carrier clubs or facilities) for personal use, earned 
as a result of official travel under terms available to the general public and at no extra cost to the U.S. Government. 
This includes all benefits earned, including those earned before enactment of the National Defense Authorization 
Act of Fiscal Year 2002. Travelers may accept free upgrades of services to business-class or first-class 
accommodations and check cashing privileges offered by an airline as a promotional program, as long as they are 
obtained under terms available to the general public and at no extra cost to the U.S. Government. Federal Travel 
Regulations (FTR), Chapter 301, Part 53. Travelers may redeem frequent flier miles (or use personal funds) to 
upgrade to business- or first-class accommodations when performing official travel. It is the responsibility of each 
traveler to communicate directly with a service provider to establish his or her frequent travel promotional benefits 
account. Costs associated with establishing this account are to be paid by the traveler and are not a reimbursable 
expense. Travelers need not report as taxable income promotional items obtained as a result of official travel. 

TDY travel in excess of 14 hours on a regularly traveled route, including scheduled stopovers when traveling by less 
than premium-class accommodations, may be interrupted for a rest period or rest stop  of up to 24 hours. Where per 
diem is authorized for the travel, it is payable for the one-day rest stop.  If travel will be interrupted for more than 24 
hours, it is not considered a rest stop and there is no entitlement to per diem, even for the first day. It is also 
important to note that if travel is interrupted for personal reasons for more than 24 hours at any point of a rest stop, 
the traveler will lose their eligibility to use their government ticket and will need  to work directly with an airline to 
buy a new ticket from the point of the  rest stop to the  final travel destination using regular “public” airfares. The 
point of interruption for a rest stop should be midway in the journey or as near to it as the schedule permits. Rest 
stops are not authorized when indirect travel is performed. [Indirect travel is travel on a route that is not the regularly 
traveled route.]  
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Travelers may elect to buy access to a business-class lounge instead of taking a rest stop. If the traveler plans to buy 
a business-class lounge pass, they should ensure that it  is included in the travel authorization. As with a rest stop, 
this benefit is not authorized when indirect travel is performed (i.e., cost-construct). 

Important: The agency will only allow the cost of the upgrade on one ticket; therefore, if the traveler must   make a 
change to their  original itinerary, then they will no longer be eligible for an upgrade reimbursement . 

Business class travel may be authorized for travel that is in excess of 14 hours, in lieu of a rest stop, where budgets 
and/or agency policy permit.  For OTI staff, the Assistant Administrator for the DCHA Bureau approves all 
business-class travel requests. Employees may elect to upgrade to premium-class (business- or first-class) on a 
cost-constructive basis or by using frequent flyer miles. Business-class travel for purposes other than TDY is 
generally not authorized, regardless of the length of the trip. Exceptions may be made on a case-by-case basis. In 
addition, when the travel involves crossing five time zones or more, the traveler is authorized one day of 
administrative leave on arrival at the final destination, to adjust to the change in time zones. [Note: The day of 
adjustment is not authorized when premium-class travel is authorized on the TA.] 

For specific regulations, please see ADS 522: Performance of TDY travel in U.S. and              
Abroad; Agency Notice 11931: Use of Premium Class Travel; Agency Notice 0918:            
Business Class Lounge In Lieu of Rest Stop For Travel Over 14 Hours; 14 FAM               
584.5: Time Zone Dislocations; 14 FAM 567.2-4: Business Class Travel; and 14            
FAM 584.4: Rest Stop 

Extended economy seating is an airline program where a passenger may obtain additional seating space within the 
coach class cabin for an additional fee. The allowable reimbursement for the cost of extended economy seating is 
limited to $300 (each way) for travel between authorized duty locations (authorized origin to authorized destination) 
as stated on the travel authorization. All receipts for such upgrades must be provided with the travel voucher to 
qualify for reimbursement. Reimbursement is not allowable for costs incurred to upgrade to extended economy 
seating on any segments of indirect (cost-constructed) travel. Extended economy seating air accommodations must 
be authorized by the approving official, or designee in Washington, and the EXO at the Mission. See 522.3.20.4 
Extended Economy Seating 

There is nothing in this provision that prohibits a traveler from paying for an  upgrade at his/her own expense. 

Note: Depending on travelers' itineraries, the agency’s ticketing agent does not always have access to an airline 
“Coach-Class seating” database in the airline reservations system. Therefore travelers will need to upgrade their 
tickets that have been issued already by the agency’s ticketing agent at the check-in counter upon arrival at the 
airport on the day of the departure. 

Travel vouchers (claims for reimbursement) must be submitted in E2 within five  business  days after completion of 
the trip or period of travel, or every 30 days if in long-term travel status. Receipts must be submitted for any claimed 
item in excess of $75. Travel receipts should be retained for six  years and three  months. 

For specific regulations, please see Federal Travel Regulations, Part 301-52.4; and           
Federal Travel Regulations, Part 301-52.7 

The travel regulations are extensive and sometimes quite complicated, but it is always the responsibility of the 
individual traveler to ensure his/her full compliance, so it is best to check the rules if unsure of the entitlements.  
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HOME LEAVE TRAVEL  

Travel in connection with home leave includes an authorization for shipment of air freight (UAB) to and from post 
in accordance with the guidelines provided above. Home leave travel is authorized between the overseas post and 
the place of residence in the United States. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General           
Provision 10(j): Travel and Transportation Expenses, Home Leave Travel, as          
amended by AAPD 06-11: Home Leave and Revised General Provision 5: Leave and             
Holidays; ADS 480.3.5: Home Leave; and 3 FAM 3430: Home Leave 

 

 

DIPLOMATIC PASSPORT/VISAS  

To facilitate  travel, USAID has obtained authorization for USPSCs (and their authorized dependents) assigned 
overseas to receive diplomatic passports. In addition, Washington-based and intermittent staff that travel overseas 
frequently may be authorized a diplomatic passport. After the USPSC has signed their  contract and prior to 
departure for post, they  will be issued a diplomatic passport. The traveler  should always travel overseas on their 
diplomatic passport when on official business for the USG, (e.g. assignment to post, TDY, repatriation, R&R). 
Travel abroad for personal (non-official) reasons must take place  on a tourist passport. [Note: There may be some 
exceptions to this; check with your office-specific personnel management staff for post-specific guidance.] The cost 
of obtaining a tourist passport is not reimbursable.  

For specific regulations, please see ADS 522.5.18: Passports 

If employed by OTI, check with the Travel Specialist about requesting a diplomatic passport. A diplomatic passport 
can be requested through the Classified Visa and Passport Services Office, collocated with the AID Travel Office in 
Room C1-7, in the Ronald Reagan Building (RRB). There are four application forms that must be completed, two 
passport photos, and proof of citizenship. USPSCs must also provide a copy of the front page of their contract, 
showing signature and expiration dates. OTI Operations and Management staff can answer questions on this process. 
If overseas when requesting a passport, the application package is processed through the Consular Section at the 
U.S. Embassy. The Embassy will forward the package to the Special Issuance Agency in Washington. More detailed 
information for OTI staff can be found on OTI Anywhere. The current State Department policy is to re-issue 
diplomatic passports rather than extend them. Each USPSC is  personally responsible for ensuring that a new 
diplomatic passport is requested for renewal. Please also note that some countries will not issue a visa on a passport 
with less than six months remaining to expiration. If traveling to such a country, the traveler  will need to obtain a 
new passport prior to requesting a visa. 

Visas can be obtained through the agency’s Classified Visa and Passport Services Office in Washington, where they 
have the required country-specific forms on file. Overseas, the embassy human resources (HR) office (or sometimes 
the consular section) provides assistance with  obtaining visas, both for the country of residence and for other 
countries to which the USPSC  may travel while abroad. Contact the appropriate office well in advance of any 
planned travel; third country visas can often take weeks to obtain. 

CLAIMS  
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When  traveling and costs have been incurred for official expenses, the traveler  should claim these on their  travel 
voucher. When the USPSC is  at post and has official (non-travel related) expenditures, they should be submitted for 
reimbursement using the SF-1034 form. However, the claim for expenses at post should be relatively minimal  as 
the USAID or embassy procurement office, or an implementing partner, should be completing most of the program 
procurements.  Travel vouchers must be filed with the paying office within five workdays from the completion of 
travel. For OTI staff, If the travel authorization (TA) was issued by OTI/Washington, then the voucher should be 
submitted to  OTI/Washington. If the TA was issued locally (in the field), then the reimbursement request should be 
submitted to the Mission in accordance with Mission procedures. The traveler  should keep copies of all financial 
documents, including travel vouchers, for at least six years and three months, in case of an audit. 

A traveler can be reimbursed for personal items that were lost or permanently damaged during official travel or 
storage. To file a claim it must be submitted via  email to the current Claims Examiner, Vickie Harris 
(vharris@usaid.gov), stating the intent of the claim and a detailed account of the situation (time, place, items lost, 
etc.). Forms that must be submitted by OTI staff can be found on OTI Anywhere. 

For specific regulations, please see ADS 521: Claims for Losses of Private Personal             
Property; and 14 FAM 640: Claims for Private Personal Property Losses 

POST REPORTS  

State Department prepares a “post report” on each overseas post, providing basic information on the host country, its 
history and culture, and living conditions. These reports provide very valuable information on what to expect at post.  

Travel Tips  

With good advance planning, travelers can avoid many issues that could arise as a result of traveling . The following 
are some tips to reduce the stress of travel: 

• Be  sure to  carry a copy (or several copies) of your TA  when traveling. If changes need to be made to your 
itinerary while you are away from home, the TA can provide proof that you are on official business and 
may allow for changes in itinerary to be made without incurring any out of pocket expenses.  

• Ensure that you have a valid passport and appropriate visas before starting travel. Check the expiration date 
on your passport. It is always a good idea to carry your personal passport as a backup, in case the official 
passport is lost or stolen. Check with the travel office to find out what visas are required for the countries 
that you are visiting, and ensure that you  have a valid visa for the entire period of your visit. It is always a 
good idea to have visas for any intermediate stops (if visas are required for those countries) in case your 
trip is interrupted. You don’t want to spend a day (or several days) stuck in an airport because you do not 
have a visa for that country! Also check the visa to determine whether it allows only one entry  or multiple 
entries. Multiple entry visas are preferable, in cases where you must  leave the country and then return. It is 
advised that travelers make a copy of their passport  passport (the first two pages) and relevant visas in case 
the passport is lost and proof of appropriate authorizations is required. 

• Be sure that you have your WHO card (record of immunizations) and that  all immunizations and 
vaccinations required for the countries that you are visiting are current. [WHO = World Health 
Organization, the UN organization that standardized the format for recording immunizations.], For more 
information about country-specific requirements, please check  with the State (202-663-1782) or embassy 
health unit, to get country-specific requirements. If you are visiting a country that requires malaria 
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prophylaxis, ensure that the medication is started   in advance of  travel, as recommended by State Med. 
Travelers should also make a copy of the WHO card in case it  is lost or stolen.  

• If  traveling overseas on TDY, the traveler should review the requirements for medical clearances. Most 
travel requires at least  a doctor’s note . Travelers should give themselves  time to obtain any 
documentation needed. 

• Be sure to review the country clearance cable from the post(s) you are visiting. The cable contains 
important information about security and health problems that visitors may  face in-country, provides 
information about in-country arrangements made for  accommodations and transportation, and identifies 
key contact points at post with whom to communicate should problems be encountered  

• Travelers should make sure that they have  sufficient funds, or access to sufficient funds, to meet financial 
obligations in-country. It is best for travelers to find out if they will be allowed to cash a personal check at 
post, whether it is safe to carry cash,  whether traveler’s checks are accepted by in-country commercial 
establishments (hotels, restaurants, shops), and whether credit cards can be used safely at post. It is always 
a good idea to carry a small amount of local currency for the country you are visiting, “just in case”. U.S. 
banks can usually obtain foreign currency  with advance notice.  

• USPSCs should check with their respective offices to find out more information about obtaining an agency 
credit card to be used during travel.  

• Be sure to  obtain receipts for any expenses for which you expect to be reimbursed. While receipts for items 
under $75 are not required, it is always a good idea to keep any receipts provided. It is also best to have an 
envelope to carry receipts in one place and  keep a log of expenditures for easy reference when filling out 
the travel voucher. Some travelers carry a blank travel voucher in the envelope with the receipts and fill it 
out as they go, to make sure that they don’t forget any expenses. 

• Check your reservations when you receive them. Are the dates and times correct? Was your frequent flyer 
account properly credited? Are the seat reservations what you asked for? If you need  to stop over 
somewhere en route and need transit accommodations, do you have confirmed reservations? Do you have 
confirmation numbers for any hotel reservations made on your behalf? If electronic tickets are being used, 
will the countries to which you are traveling accept the electronic ticket for your onward flights?  

• Confirm arrangements made for your arrival. Will someone meet you at the airport? Who, and how will 
you recognize them? What arrangements have been made for your transportation from the airport to your 
accommodations or to the office? Do you know the name, address and phone number of the hotel where 
you will be staying? Who do you call if there is no one at the airport, and how do you arrange to make that 
call from the airport? 

• Be sure to  carry sufficient supplies of critical items to cover your needs for the length of your trip plus 
some extras  (in case your return is delayed). Critical items would include an extra pair of eyeglasses, 
prescription medications (and a copy of the prescription, if possible), sun protection (if traveling to a 
tropical country), over-the counter medications, favorite shampoos, umbrella, etc.  

• Check the weather predictions for your destination and any intermediate stops to be sure that you are 
carrying appropriate clothing. 
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• Be sure to have  the names, addresses (including internet addresses) and phone numbers of family and 
friends with whom you may want to communicate with while overseas. It is best to carry your  personal 
doctor(s) contact information in case you need to contact them about a medical problem or to obtain a 
replacement prescription. Also carry a hard copy of the OTI Contact List for easy reference. Make sure that 
a friend or family member has a copy of your itinerary and contact information for each destination point, 
in case of emergency. 

• If you are traveling for an extended period of time, make sure that you have made arrangements to cover 
any financial commitments (credit card bills, mortgages or rents, utilities, etc.) while on travel. . 

GOVERNMENT TRAVEL CARD  

The U.S. Government Travel Card Program is mandatory for all USPSCs travelling frequently on official 
government business. This card is for  official business only; absolutely NO personal use of the card is permitted. 
Except in unusual circumstances, travel advances are obtained as a cash advance against the travel card. When 
traveling to a location where the travel card cannot be used, travel advances can be obtained in the U.S. in the form 
of travelers checks, processed as an advance against the travel card. OTI staff should check with OTI admin staff for 
information on obtaining a travel card. Note: To use this card  at an ATM, you will need a Personal Identification 
Number (PIN). To obtain and customize your PIN, please call the customer service number on the back of the card 
and follow instructions in the Voice Response Unit (VRU). Memorize your PIN and keep it in a safe place separate 
from the card. To obtain cash, insert your card into the ATM’s card reader and follow the prompts. A cash advance 
fee will be assessed.  

For specific regulations, please see ADS 633.3.2: Government-Sponsored Travel         
Card; and Agency Notice 9250: Travel Card Policy Update 

OBTAINING CASH OVERSEAS  

USG employees are prohibited from converting dollars to local currency on the black market. USPSCs assigned 
overseas are expected to use the post-provided ATM machine located at the Embassy with their personal ATM card. 
USPSCs may have access to check-cashing privileges at either the USAID Mission or the Embassy at post. 
However, many posts no longer  allow accommodation exchange  (the cashing of personal checks from a U.S. 
financial institution), and employees are expected to use the ATM machine. Check with admin staff at post on 
arrival. 

For specific regulations, please see 4 FAM 360: Accommodation Exchange; and 4            
FAM 390: Cashier Operations 

USPSC employees serving overseas are provided additional benefits, as described below: 

U.S. HOLIDAYS  

Employees stationed abroad are authorized the same U.S. holidays as observed by the USG and as published by the 
Embassy at the post of assignment. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General           
Provisions 5(d): Leave and Holidays/Holidays 
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LOCAL HOLIDAYS  

Employees are authorized the same local holidays as are members of the US Mission and as published by the 
Embassy, while they are physically located at post. As a general rule, Missions abroad are precluded from 
authorizing more local holidays than there are U.S. holidays (or a maximum of 20 U.S. and local holidays per year). 
The U.S. Embassy will publish, usually in the form of an administrative notice, the schedule of recognized holidays 
for a given year. Staff  should get a copy of the published notice for their  own planning purposes. Specific rules 
apply for each type of absence from post, which can affect the claiming of a local holiday. Local holidays cannot be 
claimed when away from post on official travel orders (including R&R), but  can be claimed  when traveling away 
from post at the travelers own  expense.  

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General           
Provisions 5(d): Leave and Holidays/Holidays 

HEALTH ROOM  

The employee and dependents are authorized to use the health unit at post, provided that the employee and 
dependents have received the proper medical clearance from the Department of State Office of Medical Clearances. 
Non-dependents (such as parents or other relatives or members of household) may not be authorized use of the post 
health unit. It is best to check with post admin staff for more detailed guidance if  planning to take a non-dependent 
abroad. Note: An ICASS subscription to these services is required. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(c)(2)(vii),          
Withholdings and Fringe Benefits; and AIDAR Appendix D , Section 12, General            
Provision 3: Physical Fitness and Health Room Privileges, (c): Health Room           
Privileges 

MAIL SERVICES 

USPSCs are authorized  the use of post-specific service on the same basis as direct hires, in accordance with any 
applicable restrictions by the post of assignment. There are five categories of posts for mail purposes. Category A 
are those posts with a Military Postal System (MPS, i.e., APO or FPO). Category B posts are those with access to 
the diplomatic pouch (i.e., no access to MPS or DPO). Category C posts are those with access to the Diplomatic Post 
Office (DPO). Category D posts are those where international mail must be used. Category E posts are those where 
mail is addressed to a U.S. zip code and transported across the border. Please note that most posts with APO 
privileges do not allow use of the diplomatic pouch for personal mail; employees are expected to use the APO for 
such items. The same policy applies for those posts with a Diplomatic Post Office. Check with your post of 
assignment for guidance on which system to use for personal mail, and on post-specific limitations on weight and 
size of packages . It is  also best to check on any restrictions on what can be mailed through the system. For 
example, you cannot send cans with pop-tops, currency, aerosols or pressurized containers, liquids in glass 
containers, some kinds of batteries and human remains. You can send liquids in non-glass containers, but no more 
than 16 ounces per box. Failure to comply with applicable regulations can result in loss of APO or pouch privileges, 
so be sure to check on the most recent guidance.  

Both APO and pouch mail systems handle outgoing letter mail, but pouch systems generally do not allow for 
outbound shipment of packages. Some post employee recreation associations have implemented a system for 
out-mailing of packages, but this is rare and usually very expensive when available. Make sure that your family and 
friends are aware of the restrictions noted above. Also notify family, friends and business organizations (bank, credit 
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union, credit card companies, magazines, etc.) of your change of address. Be sure to allow plenty of time for 
handling of critical financial transactions to avoid penalties for late payments due to transit times in the APO or 
pouch. Note: An ICASS subscription to these services is required. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General           
Provision 20: Use of Pouch Facilities; AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General            
Provision 13: Post of Assignment Privileges; AAPD 02-11: Optional Delivery          
Address for Personal Mail to Overseas Posts; and 14 FAM 761: Diplomatic Mail and              
Pouch 

COMMISSARY/PX  

At some larger posts, the military runs a commissary and USPSCs are eligible, in accordance with post policy, to 
use the facilities. However, in most Missions there is a “cooperative” commissary run by the U.S. employees’ 
association, for which dues are usually required. Any costs for joining associations are the personal responsibility of 
the employee and are not reimbursable. [Note: Employee associations usually offer other facilities/activities in 
addition to the commissaries, such as club facilities, video clubs, swimming pool, tennis courts, snack bars, exercise 
facilities, etc. Each post association determines the facilities/services that they will provide.] 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General           
Provision 13: Post of Assignment Privileges; and 6 FAM 542: Employee           
Associations\Use of Facilities 

HOUSING  

USPSCs serving overseas on long-term assignments will be provided housing on the same basis as US direct hire 
employees. (See Living Quarters Allowances above). The housing pool at post provides housing for all official 
Americans, including OTI USPSC staff, in accordance with space standards established by the Foreign Affairs 
Manual (FAM). These space standards take into consideration locality, position, grade, family size and 
representational duties. Where GOL housing (GOL = government owned or leased) is provided, basic utilities 
(electric, water, gas, sewage) are paid directly by the housing service provider (the USAID Mission, the Embassy, or 
the implementing partner). Residential furniture and equipment are generally provided for USG-assigned housing, 
along with maintenance and repair services for the residence and USG-owned furniture and equipment. On arrival at 
an overseas post on assignment orders, please check with the post service provider for guidance on policies and 
procedures  at the post.  

For specific regulations, please see 15 FAM 237: Determining Residential Space           
Authorizations; 15 FAM 237A: Space Allocation; 15 FAM 237B: List of Localities 

Telephone services are generally not provided at USG expense. The field service provider (Mission, embassy, or 
other) may provide one or two residential telephones and will arrange for local telephone service, but bills for local 
service subscriptions and personal calls are personal expenses. This is true whether the telephones provided are for 
land-lines, mobile lines, or both. Check with the field office for more information on post-specific policies. 

MEDICAL CLEARANCES 

A minimum of a Level 2 Medical Clearance from the Department of State Office of Medical Services (State/MED), 
for the employee and all dependents accompanying the employee to post, must be obtained prior to the contract 
award for employees with posted overseas assignments. Level 2 Medical clearances for posted personnel are valid 
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for the length of the employee’s tour of duty and only for the post to which the employee is assigned. If there is a 
change in the individual’s medical condition that could affect his or her medical clearance, the employee is required 
to notify State/MED of any such change that could affect their overseas assignment. Any onward assignment to 
another post will require revalidation of the clearance for the new post prior to the employee’s (or family 
member’s) travel.  

Staff should renew their medical clearances during home leave or at the end of the assignment, whichever comes 
sooner.  

For non-posted assignments, or TDYs overseas of 30 days or longer, a full examination is required. Often in these 
cases, a Level 1 (Worldwide) clearance is required prior to the travel overseas. A Worldwide clearance is valid 
anywhere in the world and is valid for exactly two years after it has been issued or upon changes to your medical 
condition.  

Health unit access will normally be granted to those individuals on TDY overseas on trips less than 30 days in 
length. Because no formal medical clearance is required for such individuals, they are asked to notify the health unit 
of their arrival in the overseas post. Health unit access will not be authorized for individuals on TDY in excess 
of 30 consecutive days without a valid medical clearance. 

Pre-contract Clearance   
For U.S. assignments, no clearance from State/MED is required unless the expectation is that the USPSC will serve 
overseas for more than 30 days on any one TDY. If there is even a remote chance that the  trip will be extended 
longer than 30 days, a medical clearance should be obtained prior to travel. However, for all assignments outside of 
the United States, the USPSC is required to be examined by a licensed doctor of medicine and obtain a statement of 
medical opinion that the USPSC employee is physically able to engage in the type of activity in which he/she will be 
engaged.  

Please note: Individuals living in Washington, DC metro can utilize State MED clinic for the clearance. Employees 
may also choose to use their personal physician for the clearance and can get reimbursed via an SF-1034 form (after 
billing private insurance).  

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General           
Provision 3: Physical Fitness and Health Room Privileges; CIB 01-10: Revision of            
Medical Clearance Process for USPSCs; and Medical Clearance Process for          
USPSCs (ADS 309mac). 

Note:  The USPSC employee is eligible for reimbursement of half of the costs of any required medical 
examinations, plus any charges for any required immunizations for the employee and dependents. 

 

Awards  

USPSCs are eligible to receive and participate in the USAID Incentive Awards Program, operated and funded on a 
fiscal year basis. USAID’s Office of  Human Capital and Talent Management (HCTM) will issue a General Notice 
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with a call for Agency Awards nominations with a time frame for submission specified in the notice. USPSCs are 
eligible to receive the PSC specified  Distinguished Honor, Superior Honor, Meritorious Honor, and Certificates of 
Appreciation. For a full list of awards and eligibility requirements, please visit HCTM awards page. For more 
information on the nomination process and timeline, visit OTI Anywhere or contact your office-specific personnel 
management team.  

Additionally, USPSCs are eligible for three types of monitary awards: on-the-spot cash awards, time-off awards, and 
special act awards.  Note that all monitary awards are considered as income by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 
and are subject to withholding and other payroll taxes. 

● ON-THE-SPOT CASH AWARDS recognize a special non-recurring outstanding effort on a particular assignment, 
to provide immediate recognition for a job well done. Nominations may be made across, as well as within, 
organizational lines within a limited period announced annually by HCTM. Nominations are made on AID 
Form 456-1, On-the-Spot Award Form. 

● SPECIAL ACTS AWARDS recognize a contribution in the public interest that is a non-recurring contribution 
either within or outside of job responsibilities, a scientific achievement, or an act of heroism. Special act 
awards may be approved by Mission Directors (up to $1,000) or by bureau heads (up to $2,000), subject to 
review by the relevant awards committee. Any award above $2,000 requires review by the Special Awards 
Committee and the Administrator. Nominations are made within a limited period announced annually by 
HCTM on Joint Form (JF) 66, Nomination for Award. 

● TIME-OFF AWARDS may be issued to recognize a non-recurring outstanding effort at any point in time. . A 
nomination for a time-off award can be made on AID Form 400-11, Time-Off Award Form. PSCs may be 
awarded up to 40 hours of awarded time off per contract year. Time-off periods of more than 8 hours must 
be approved at least one level above the supervisor. The form is submitted to the CO for inclusion in the 
contract file.  Awarded Time off must be used within one year of the date of approval. Additionally, 
time-off awards are not payable at the end of the contract.  

Additionally, OTI has established its own awards program and encourages all employees to participate. OTI 
supervisors are encouraged to consider the full range of awards available, both monetary and non-monetary.  

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(f): Incentive Awards; Agency Notice 
8068: Cash Awards for US and TCN PSCs; AAPD 04-15: Cash Awards for USPSCs and TCNPSCs; ADS 
491: USAID Incentive Awards Program; ADS 309: Personal Services Contracts with Individuals and 3 
FAM 4800: Awards Program 

Security Clearance  

All staff were required to obtain a security clearance before  beginning work, or were granted a temporary clearance. 
With the appropriate level of either a temporary or final security clearance, staff  will be able to participate in 
classified discussions and have access to classified material. A clearance can also be granted as “Employment 
Authorization,” also known as “Facility Access”. This clearance does not provide any access to national security 
information and can also limit access to “classified” sections of government buildings. Security clearances can be 
issued for any period up to five years. A reinvestigation is required after five years. If your security clearance is 
approaching the five-year point, you should bring that to the attention of your office-specific personnel management 
team to ensure timely reinvestigation. Please note that the security clearance or employment authorization is 
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required for issuance of an ID for access to the building, and for access to the AIDNet, so any loss or suspension 
could preclude staff  from performing the responsibilities assigned to them  under their  contract.  

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 6(b)(5): Negotiating           
a Personal Services Contract; ADS 566.3..33 USPSC Clearance Requirements and          
Position Designations, AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision 14:          
Security Requirements; CIB 98-23: Classified Contract Security; Executive Order         
12958: Classified National Security Information; and Executive Order 12968:         
Access to Classified Information 

USAID issues an identification badge to all employees. These badges provide electronic access to the controlled 
portions of the Ronald Reagan office building. The badge must be worn visibly at all times while in the office 
building. In addition to the AID/Washington badge, overseas personnel will sometimes also receive an AID Mission 
or embassy badge specific to the post of assignment. As with the Washington office, field offices require that these 
badges be worn visibly at all times. Employees who need regular access to State Department building(s) may 
request that State access be added to their AID ID badge. Check with your office-specific personnel management 
team for more information on this process. OTI staff should consult the Employee Services Team for any 
information related to badges. Please remember to return the badge when leaving post or terminating your contract 
with USAID.  

For more information about security clearances and your responsibility in maintaining your clearance, please see 
the Office of Security.  

Employees (including USPSCs) who occupy positions of trust and handle sensitive information must report changes 
or incidents that may impact their clearance eligibility. Employees must report changes to 
SECReporting@usaid.gov.  Examples include: 

- Change in Personal Status (marital, cohabitation, change in name),  

- Financial Problems (filing for bankruptcy, garnishment of wages, liens, evictions, inability to meet financial 
obligations);  

- Arrests (any arrest regardless of whether charges were filed);  

- Psychological/Mental Health Counseling unless counseling was not court ordered, strictly marital, family of 
grief counseling not related to violence by employee, related to adjustments from service in a military combat 
environment;  Note:  Counseling in and of itself is not a reason to revoke or deny eligibility for access to 
classified information or to a sensitive position, suitability or fitness to obtain or retain Federal employment, 
fitness to obtain or retain contract employment, or eligibility for physical or logistical access to federally 
controlled facilities or information systems; 

- Substance Abuse Counseling; Violations, unauthorized or unlawful use involving Information Technology 
Systems; and  

- Any behaviors, activities, or situations involving USAID employees, USPSC’s and institutional contractors that 
may bear on the individual’s eligibility to receive or retain a security clearance. 

For specific regulations, please see ADS 566.3.4.2 566.3.4.2 Employee Reporting         
Requirements 
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- Any Leave without Pay over 30 days should be reported to secreporting@usaid.gov by the USPSC.  

Staff Care  

USAID’s Staff Care Program is an agency-wide program to enhance work/life balance, resilience, and wellness for 
all USAID employees and their families. USAID Staff Care is available 24/7 to the entire USAID workforce 
wherever USAID has employees by using the website or the phone numbers below:  

FREE PHONE: 877-98USAID (1-877-988-7243) 
DIRECT DIAL: 919-645-4960 
REVERSE CHARGE CALLING: +44-0-208-987-6200  

Additionally, Staff Care maintains a service center located at 601 13th Street NW, Suite 900 South, Washington, DC 
20005.  Services can be utilized in-person on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays from 9 AM to 5 PM, and on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 10 AM to 6 PM.  Drop-in meetings are available, as well as scheduled appointments. 

OTI staff should  visit OTI Anywhere for more information on Staff Care Support.  

USAID employees returning from Critical Priority Countries (CPCs) are required to take the Department of State 
course: Mandatory - High Stress Assignment Out-Briefing, which is provided through an arrangement with the 
Agency’s Staff Care Program. The course is held at the Foreign Service Institute. Non-direct hire staff members are 
scheduled through their USAID Mission's Training Coordinator or through the Administrative Management 
Services (AMS) Officer (for help contact FSI at (703) 302-7272). For non-direct hires, there is a fee for the course, 
which can be paid by the employee's office or Operating Unit.  

For specific regulations, please see ADS Chapter 458.3.4.2 (g): Post-Deployment          
Training 

PSC Performance Evaluations (PPE)  
PSCs are not subject to the use of CPARs to document their performance while on contract. For USPSCs and 
TCNPSCs not subject to the LCP and approved for use of specific Appendix D standards, the Supervisor must use 
the Annual Work Plan and Performance Evaluation Template, unless the CO approves a different performance 
evaluation template that complies with the AIDAR and this ADS chapter, for use by an Operating Unit at the 
Mission, Bureau, or (B/IO).For CCN and TCNPSCs subject to the LCP, the Supervisor must use the evaluation 
form(s) required by the Mission. 

The Contracting Officer for OTI has approved a performance evaluation form and process specifically for use in 
OTI. For OTI USPSC staff, the PPE process includes four steps: Initial Meeting, 90-day Performance Review, 
6-Month Check-In, and 360 review/annual Performance Evaluation. After the first year on an OTI USPSC contract 
the PPE process includes two formal steps: 6-month check-in and an annual written performance evaluation with a 
360 review. All portions of the PPE process are required. Any contractually authorized performance pay increase 
will take effect after a minimum of 52 weeks at the current step, at the start of the first pay period following 
certification of satisfactory performance by the supervisor (wait period may be extended for intermittent staff). For 
more information and details, see the OTI Office Order for PSC Evaluations on OTI Anywhere.  
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For specific regulations, please see ADS 309: Personal Services Contracts with           
Individuals, AIDAR Appendix D, Section 4(g): Policy\Annual Salary Increase; and          
AAPD 06-07: Contract Budget, Salary Determination and Salary Increases 

Flexible Work Schedule  

The option for a flexible alternate work schedule (AWS) is available to full-time Washington, DC-based USPSCs. 
The flexible schedule in Washington consists of eight nine-hour days, one eight-hour day and one regularly 
scheduled day off (RDO) every two weeks. The option and the exact times and days of the employee’s  schedule 
must be approved by your supervisor. For OTI staff seeking more information on establishing a flexible work 
schedule, please visit OTI Anywhere. Some overseas posts also offer “flexi-time”.Overseas staff interested in 
“flexi-time” will need to check with the HR office (Mission or Embassy) at post for more information about 
post-specific options. Please note that some overseas posts work on a Mission-wide schedule that is different from 
the standard schedule of five eight-hour days. This is not considered flexi-time, since everyone works on the same 
schedule. 

For specific regulations, please see ADS 479.3.1.4 Flexible 5/4-9 Work Schedule 

TELEWORK  

All employment categories at USAID are eligible to participate in telework, regardless of whether they are 
supervisors, managers, contractors, or assigned overseas. The level of participation is dependent on supervisory 
approval. An employee may participate in regular and recurring telework, situational telework, or both. Employees 
are encouraged to at a minimum participate in situational telework, however all employees are required to have a 
telework agreement on file. While teleworking, employees must be readily available by telephone and e-mail at their 
alternative worksite, and can be called back to the official worksite at any time based on the needs of the 
office/bureau. Activities that cannot be completed  via telework include activities that require physical duties and 
on-site presence, or using classified information. An employee may have the option to  participate in both AWS and 
telework. For more information regarding the formal procedures and requirements, please visit the Telework 
Support Center or OTI Anywhere.   

For more information and specific regulations, please see ADS 405:Telework 

Timekeeping  

The Federal Government pays on a biweekly basis, roughly along calendar year lines, with 26 pay periods in a year. 
Time and attendance is reported through the automated WebTA system on a biweekly basis. Employees  are 
responsible for completing  and validating the timesheet including any premium pay or differentials to which they 
are entitled. The employee’s  supervisor then certifies the  hours. Supervisors are responsible for ensuring that 
employees are entering hours and validating on time, approving leave requests, and certifying all of their employees’ 
timesheets. US PSCs traveling overseas may be eligible for post differential, danger pay, or Sunday premium pay 
depending on the country. Employees  can access their  Earnings and Leave statements, as well as information 
regarding leave accrual, tax deductions and salary benefits at the NFC Website. Employees are responsible for 
reviewing this statement and promptly reporting any discrepancies or errors to the timekeeper or Office of Financial 
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Management (uspsc@usaid.gov). A copy of the  pay period schedule, showing start and end dates for each pay 
period and scheduled payment dates, can be found on the National Finance Center (NFC) website.  

For specific regulations, please see Mandatory Reference for ADS Chapter 472:           
Implementation of the WebTA Electronic Timekeeping System 

Computer Access  

All USPSCs  will have access to the USAID Network. The Network allows transmission of information up to the 
Sensitive but Unclassified (SBU) level. OTI Staff who travel to the field on TDY are usually issued an OTI laptop 
and a remote access token that allows remote access to email accounts and other USAID sites, including the desktop 
and corporate accounts. OTI has also established OTI Anywhere on the Web so that OTI staff may have access to 
key office information via the internet.  

USAID takes information systems security very seriously, so it is important to be  thoroughly briefed on security 
protocols before accessing the computer. USAID policy permits minimal personal use of the internet where it does 
not interfere with the conduct of official business. Staff who check out a computer are personally responsible for 
repair or replacement if the equipment is lost or damaged due to personal  negligence. 

For specific regulations, please see ADS 545: Information Systems Security  

Property Control 

Employees  may be issued other equipment or furniture in connection with employment. Whenever  issued property, 
please ensure that receipts are signed ,  include model and serial numbers where relevant,  retain a copy of the 
receipts, and  properly safeguard and maintain any property under your control. When moving  to another position 
or location, employees  will need to account for all property issued to them. Employees  are personally responsible 
for repair or replacement of any furniture or equipment lost or damaged due to their own negligence. 

For specific regulations, please see FAR 52.237-2: Protection of Government          
Buildings, Equipment and Vegetation 

Political Activity  

USPSCs are considered government employees for purposes of Hatch Act restrictions on political activity. “Political 
activity” means an activity directed toward the success or failure of a political party, candidate for partisan political 
office, or partisan political group (partisan means related to a political party). It includes any committee, club or 
other organization that is affiliated with a political party or candidate for public office in a partisan election, or 
organized for a partisan purpose, or which engages in partisan political activity.  USPSCs, as government 
contractors, are also prohibited under the Federal Election Campaign Act from making donations to political parties 
and candidates for Federal office (i.e., President, Vice President, Members of the House of Representatives, and 
Senators).Information about these restrictions is published by the USAID General Counsel, usually in the form of an 
Agency Notice, and is covered during the Annual Ethics Training. 
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Please review both sets of restrictions to ensure full compliance. Please note that restrictions on intermittent 
employees are somewhat different than for full-time employees. Employees  are responsible for reviewing the 
published restrictions and for full compliance therewith. Information on USG restrictions on political activity can be 
found at the Office of Special Counsel. For  specific questions that are not answered by the full text of the Notice, 
please contact the General Counsel directly (the contact point is provided in the Notice). This is a good use of email 
as it provides a record of the guidance provided, in case any questions are raised later .  

For specific regulations, please see Agency Notice 11915: Political Activity by           
USAID Employees 

Training 

Since USPSCs are hired for their expertise in a specific area, and for a limited period of time, training is handled 
somewhat differently than it is for USDH employees. Some offices including OTI strongly encourage training for 
USPSCs in the following areas: (1) The way USAID does business; AID-specific courses that cover such topics as 
activity management, pre-award letters etc. (2) The enhancement of work-related skills such as supervision, time 
management, business communication, software (Word, Excel, Access, etc.), position classification, contracting, etc. 
(3) Required trainings for access to, or participation in, agency activities and facilities, such as mandatory security 
training, ethics training, information systems security training, etc. USPSCs serving under longer-term employment 
commitments are also eligible for some government-wide training programs, on a limited basis. This might include 
leadership and executive training programs. (4) Office-specific training activities. All training external to USAID is 
requested on the form SF-182, Request, Authorization and Certification of Training. 

In addition, USPSCs may participate in the agency’s e-learning program, USAID University. A number of general 
and USAID-specific courses are available via  USAID University. Accounts are automatically created for all 
USPSC staff when they receive USAID network access. If you have network access but receive an error message 
when attempting to access USAID University, please contact the HR Helpdesk (hr-helpdesk@usaid.gov or 
202-712-1234) for assistance. 

It is important to remember that there is no entitlement to training. Trainings must be work-related and provide a 
benefit to the agency (which underlies the prohibition on training during the last six months of a contract). The 
supervisor also needs to consider the impact of training schedules on office workload, the budget implications of 
approved training (both in terms of course fees and travel costs), and equity among all of the employees in the office 
vis- à -vis training opportunities.  

Personal Insurance 

If assigned overseas, it is strongly advised   to obtain private insurance for your personal property.  Policies are 
available to cover property during shipment, while overseas, or both.  Information about service providers can be 
obtained from OMD for OTI employees in Washington or from Mission or Embassy administrative offices overseas. 
There is a program under the State Department to handle claims for lost or damaged property, but there is a cap on 
total payments, and the claims process can be quite lengthy.  

If  shipping a vehicle overseas, employees  must also have private vehicle insurance, although the cost of this 
insurance is not reimbursable under the contract.  Check with the Mission or Embassy at post to identify any 
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requirements specific to the post.  Many embassies require, for example, that one buy liability insurance in the host 
country to facilitate handling of claims should an accident occur.  

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12: Clauses, General            
Provision 9: Insurance, Section (c): Insurance on Private Automobile 

Sale of Personal Property 

If departing from an overseas post, USPSCs may want to consider  selling some of their  personal property at post 
rather than ship it home or to their  next overseas posting.  There are strict rules dealing with an in-country sell of 
personal property that entered the country duty-free.  While selling to another diplomat is often not a problem, 
selling to host country nationals can involve host country customs restrictions.   As a general rule, Embassy 
permission is required for sell of any vehicles and of any property above a certain value (usually based on original 
purchase price).  USG employees are prohibited from making a profit on the sell of personal property, so the 
Embassy will monitor sales to ensure compliance.  The authorization for sale will also authorize reverse 
accommodation for any local-currency receipts of sale (i.e., the seller will be permitted to deposit the local currency 
proceeds of sale with the embassy cashier, who will convert the local currency to U.S. dollars and deposit the dollars 
in their bank account via electronic funds transfer).  Be sure to check with the post’s administrative staff for  any 
post-specific restrictions and procedures. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Section 12, General Provision 2(b):           
Compliance with Laws and Regulations Applicable Abroad/Purchase or Sale of          
Personal Property or Automobiles; 2 FAM 225.3: Importation and Sale of Personal            
Property; and 4 FAH-3 H368: Disposition of Employee’s Personal Property          
Overseas 

Keeping Records  

Employees should not depend on USAID to retain personal records; employees should keep copies of personal 
records for verification of information and in case of an audit. USPSCs should also keep copies of their current and 
all previous USPSC contracts. They  may be needed  as a reference for any negotiations or benefits on new 
contracts, as well as proof of employment. Please note that USPSCs do not receive SF-50 forms from the Office of 
Personnel Management.  

Hotel receipts, while not required for submission when on flat-rate per diem, should be kept for six years and  three 
months in case there is an audit. When  shipping property overseas, USPSCs  should keep all packing lists and other 
related documents. At some posts overseas, the host country government will want to see the inventory of the 
incoming shipments when clearing the outgoing shipments.f  issued a new passport while overseas,then it is advised 
to hold on to the old one. Some host country governments may want to see the entry visa stamp before clearing an 
outgoing shipment, etc.  

USPSC employees and their dependents must abide by all applicable laws and regulations of the cooperating 
country. USPSC employees are subject to the Standards of Conduct applicable to Federal employees. USPSCs 
serving abroad are under the authority of the U.S. Ambassador in the country of assignment and are under the 
general policy guidance of the USAID Mission Director. Further, USPSCs are covered by all U.S. Government 
ethics laws that apply to direct hire employees. This includes the requirement that certain USG employees must file 
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either the SF-450 (Confidential Financial Disclosure Report), or the SF-278 (Public Financial Disclosure Report). 
USPSCs should check  the front page of their  contract to find the  “Ethics Code” section. Within that section, “N” 
means that no report is required; “P” means that the SF-278 is required, and “C” means that the SF-450 is required. 

For specific regulations, please see FAR 52.203-7: Anti-Kickback Procedures; FAR          
52.203-12: Limitations on Payments to Influence Certain Federal Transactions;         
AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision 15: Contractor-Mission         
Relationships; AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision 2: Compliance          
with Laws and Regulations Applicable Abroad; CIB 93-17: Financial Disclosure          
Requirements under the PSC; and 3 FAM 4120: Employee Responsibilities Abroad 

USPSCs are responsible for ensuring compliance with regulations relating to the release of information, data and 
reports, which become the property of the U.S. Government. USPSC employees shall not, without the prior written 
approval of the Contracting Officer, release any such information, data or reports to any person, party, or 
government other than USAID, unless expressly authorized in the contract. 

For specific regulations, please see FAR 52.232-23: Assignment of Claims; and           
AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General Provision 17: Release of Information 

TERMINATION 

The U.S. Government may terminate performance of work under the USPSC contract for cause (breach of contract, 
fraud, or misconduct) or for the convenience of USAID with advance written notice of no less than 15 calendar 
days. The USPSC may, with the written consent of the Contracting Officer, terminate the contract upon at least 15 
days’ written notice to the Contracting Officer. If a USPSC employee is terminated for cause, no costs of any kind 
incurred after the date of the termination notice will be reimbursed, except the cost of return transportation (not 
including travel allowances) if approved by the Contracting Officer. 

PROBATIONARY PERIOD  

USPSC contracts in DCHA/OTI include a 90-day probationary period. At the conclusion of the 90 days, the PSC’s 
performance will be evaluated. Upon a satisfactory performance evaluation as determined by the supervisor, the 
USPSC will no longer be subject to this condition. If at any point during the 90 day period, the USPSC’s 
performance is deemed to be unsatisfactory by the supervisor, OTI shall take appropriate measures up to and 
including termination of the contract under the General Provision of this contract entitled “Termination”. During this 
probationary period, the USPSC may be terminated immediately by the Contracting Officer based on advice from 
the supervisor and formal documentation. 

For specific regulations, please see AIDAR Appendix D, Section 12, General           
Provision 16: Termination 

USPSC Employment Opportunities  

All USPSC opportunities must be posted on FedBizOpps per AIDAR regulation. Some additional places to find 
USPSC opportunities posted include the USAID Internet, USAID Agency Notices, OTIJobs.net for OTI-specific 
opportunities, and OFDAjobs.net for OFDA-specific positions. Additional international affairs and development job 
resources can be found here.  
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www.usaid.gov 

www.fbo.gov 

www.otijobs.net  

www.globalcorps.com 

www.ofdajobs.net/portal/psc-jobs.aspx 

www.developmentaid.org 

www.reliefweb.int 

www.pcdnetwork.org 

https://www.peacecorps.gov/returned-volunteers/careers/career-link/ 

PSC Association 
The PSC Association advocates for and provides support to the hundreds of USPSCs that work tirelessly to advance 
USAID’s mission worldwide. The PSC Association fulfills this purpose by presenting views and advocating 
recommendations on employment, workplace, and morale issues affecting USPSCs in Washington and overseas. 
The PSC Association operates under the principle that USPSC employees deserve equitable benefits, entitlements, 
authorities, responsibilities, and limitations as those extended to direct hire employees, unless restricted by law or 
external (non-USAID) Federal regulation. All USPSCs at USAID are automatically members of the Association, 
which is managed by an executive committee of seven members elected to one-year terms. 

For more information about the PSC Association, what it is and how they can help, if you have questions about 
being a USPSC in general, or want to know how to contribute to the cause, please visit their website.  
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USEFUL LINKS 

Regulations & Resources 

Resource Description Link 

ADS  Automated Directives System, which contains the organization 
and functions of USAID, alongside policies and procedures that 
guide the agency’s programs and operations. 

http://www.usaid.gov/policy/a
ds/  

AIDAR 
Appendix D 

USAID Acquisition Regulation (AIDAR), Appendix D:  Direct 
USAID contracts with a U.S. citizen or a U.S. resident alien for 
personal services abroad. These contain the rules governing 
USPSC employment with USAID. 

http://www.usaid.gov/sites/def
ault/files/documents/1868/aida
r_0.pdf  

Go to Appendix D 

AAPD & CIBS 
for PSCs 

Acquisition and Assistance Policy Directive & Contract 
Information Bulletins for PSCs. For example, the latest 
information on USAID contribution to PSC health insurance. 
These can be amended and replaced throughout the year -- 
check back regularly.  

http://www.usaid.gov/work-us
aid/aapds-cibs 

General Notices- 
USAID 

Daily notices sent to all USAID employees. http://iapp1.usaid.gov/notices/
notices.cfm  

FAM Foreign Affairs Manual http://www.usaid.gov/who-we-
are/agency-policy/external-ref
erence-links/fam-fah  

DSSR Department of State Standardized Regulations https://aoprals.state.gov/conte
nt.asp?content_id=134&menu
_id=75 

Health Plan USPSC Group Health Plan www.psc-healthplan.com  

PSC Association Resources for current and potential USPSCs. http://uspsca.wix.com/uspscass
ociation  
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USEFUL FORMS  

 

SF-1034 Expense Voucher - Claims for Official Expenditures (Public 
Voucher for Purchases and Services other than Personal) 

http://inside.usaid.gov/forms/sf-
1034.doc  

OF-126 Foreign Service Residence and Dependency Report https://www.usaid.gov/forms/of-
126 

 

Department of State Medical Clinics: 

Columbia Plaza (SA-1) 
Second floor, Suite L201 
2401 E Street, NW 
Washington, DC 
 
Tel: (202) 663-1718 
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Time Off 

Notice 9250 Travel Card Policy Update (Revision 2) 

Notice 9101 Delegation of Authority, Duty or Responsibility to USPSCs and Non-U.S. Citizen Employees 

Notice 8636 ADS 633.5.4d, Miscellaneous Expenses – Medical Evacuation Insurance 

Notice 8497 Approval of OE-Funded USPSCs Overseas 

Notice 8068 Cash Awards for US and TCN PSCs 

Notice 8041 Agency Makes Health Plan Enrollment for USPSCs 

Notice 8038 Health Plan Enrollment Available for USPSCs 

Notice 7713 Revision to ADS 637, USPSC 401(k) Tax Defined Contribution Pension Plan 

Notice 6365 E-Learning Now Available 

Notice 5489 Processing Payroll Procedures for USAID USPSCs 

GLOSSARY/ACRONYMS 
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ACRONYM LIST  

A- Acting 

A/AID Office of the Administrator 

AA Assistant Administrator 

AA Office of the Assistant Administrator 

R After Action Review 

ABC Applied Best Practices and Coordination Team 

ADS Automated Directives System or Activity Data Sheet 

AIDAR Agency for International Development Acquisition Regulations 

AMS Administrative and Management Support 

AMS Administrative Management Services 

AOR Agreement Officer's  Representative 

APA Administrative Program Assistant 

ASHA American Schools and Hospitals Abroad (DCHA/ASHA) 

AWS Alternate Work Schedule 

CMC Office of Civilian-Military Cooperation (Also DCHA/CMC) 

CMM Office of Conflict, Management and Mitigation (also DCHA/CMM) 

CO Contracting Officer 

COACT Crisis and (Political) Opening Action Coordination Team 

COR Contracting Officer’s Representative 

CPAR Contractor Performance Assessment Report 

CR Country Representative 

CSO Bureau of Conflict and Stabilization Operations (Also State/CSO) 

CVE Countering Violent Extremism 

DAA Deputy Assistant Administrator 

DCHA Democracy, Conflict and  Humanitarian Assistance or Bureau for Democracy, Conflict and 
Humanitarian Assistance 

DCHA/CMC Office of Civilian-Military Cooperation (Also CMC) 

DCHA/CMM Office of Conflict, Management and Mitigation (Also CMM) 

DCHA/DRG Center of Excellence on Democracy, Human Rights and Governance 
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DCHA/FFP Office of Food for Peace 

DCHA/OCR Office of Civilian Response (Also OCR) 

DCHA/OFDA Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance (Also OFDA) 

DCHA/OTI Office of Transition Initiatives (Also OTI) 

DCHA/PPM Office of Program, Policy and Management (Also PPM) 

DCM Deputy Chief of Mission (State) 

DCR Deputy Country Representative 

de-ob (DEOB) Deobligation 

DG  Democracy and Governance 

DSSR Department of State Standard Regulations 

DTL Deputy Team Leader 

EXO Executive Officer 

FAM Foreign Affairs Manual 

FAR Federal Acquisition Regulation 

FFP Office of Food for Peace 

FM Office of Financial Management (Also M/FM) 

FOIA Freedom of Information Act 

FPD Field Programs Division 

FPM Field Program Manager 

FSN Foreign Service National 

FSO Foreign Service Officer 

FY Fiscal Year 

GC Office of the General Counsel 

GIU Geographic Information Unit 

GLAAS Global Acquisition and Assistance System 

HRA Human Resources and Administration Team 

ICASS International Cooperative Administrative Support Services 

IDL Innovation Design Lab 

IP Implementing Partner 

IQC Indefinite Quantity Contract 
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J&A Justification and Approval 

JOFOC Justification for Other than Full and Open Competition 

NPB National Press Building 

OAA Office of Acquisition and Assistance 

OCR Office of Civilian Response (Also DCHA/OCR) 

OFDA Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance (Also DCHA/OFDA) 

OMD Operations & Management Division 

OTI Office of Transition Initiatives (Also DCHA/OTI) 

PA Program Assistant 

PERC Pre-employment, Recruitment and Contracting Team 

PLI Program, Learning and Innovation Division 

PM Program Manager 

PO Program Office 

PPM Office of Program, Policy and Management (Also DCHA/PPM) 

PPR Program Performance Review 

PSC Personal Services Contractor 

QDDR Quadrennial Diplomacy and Development Review 

RRB Ronald Reagan Building 

RSO Regional Security Officer 

SEC Office of Security 

SLT Senior Leadership Team 

SOW Scope of Work 

SRS Strategic Review Session 

STTA Short Term Technical Assistance 

SWIFT Support Which Implements Fast Transactions 

TA Travel Authorization 

TAP Transition Activities Pool 

TCN Third Country National 

TDY Temporary Duty 

TL Team Leader 
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TSU Transition Support Unit 

USDH U.S. Direct Hire 

USDH United States Direct Hire 

WIT Working in Transitions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Many of the links within this document will only work if you are logged into the USAID Internal Network or on OTI 
Anywhere.  If a link does not work for you, please search for the listed relevant policy or reach out to the Employee Services 
listserve - dcha.otihrteammaillist@usaid.gov. For additional questions related to the information in this handbook, please 
reach out to the USPSC Association listserve - psc-association-membership@usaid.gov. 
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